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Anotace (abstrakt) 

Čínská ekonomická expanze v Africe je v posledním desetiletí žhavě diskutovaným 

tématem. Méně se však v akademických kruzích mluví o roli, kterou Čína stále jasněji 

hraje v otázkách Africké bezpečnosti. Od konce 90. let vzrůstá čínská aktivita v Africe 

bezprecedentním tempem. Zájmy Pekingu na kontinentu jsou převážně ekonomické, 

reprezentované hledáním nových exportních trhů a přímými zahraničními investicemi, 

ale i politické, týkající se hlavně vzájemné podpory v mezinárodních organizacích. Tato 

práce se zabývá tradičním principem nezasahování do vnitřních záležitostí jiných států 

v čínské zahraniční politice, který se v oblasti Africké bezpečnosti vyvíjel společně se 

vzrůstajícími čínskými zájmy na kontinentu. Čínská lidová republika ovlivňuje 

Africkou bezpečnost ve čtyřech oblastech: diplomatické zapojení, obchody se zbraněmi, 

podpora a financování a vojenská spolupráce. Analýzou těchto oblastí pomocí 

kombinace kvalitativních a kvantitativních metod lze identifikovat konkrétní případy, ve 

kterých Čína intervenovala do vnitřních záležitostí Sub-Saharských států, a tím se 

odklonila od tradiční politiky nezasahování směrem k pragmatičtějšímu, případ od 

případu tvořenému přístupu.  

 

Abstract 

Chinese economic expansion in Africa is a widely discussed topic, but less academic 

attention is being paid to the role China plays in African security. Since the late 1990s 

Chinese activity in Africa had been growing rapidly. Beijing’s interests are 

predominantly economic, mostly represented by market seeking and foreign direct 

investments, and political, generally perceived as a mutual support in international 

organizations. The thesis focuses on the traditional principle of non-interference in how 
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Chinese policy towards African security has been evolving together with growing 

Chinese interests on the continent. The People’s Republic of China influences African 

security matters in four areas: diplomatic involvement, arms deals, support and 

financing, and military cooperation. By analyzing those areas with a combination of 

qualitative and quantitative methods, concrete cases have been identified, when China 

interfered in internal affairs of particular states, thus altering its policy of non-

interference towards more pragmatic and case by case based approach.    
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 1. Project name 

Growing role of China in African Security 

 

2. Project background & choice of topic explanation 

China is nowadays one of the most influential foreign actors in Africa. Since the 

beginning of the century, the black continent has been a target of increasing volumes of 

its foreign direct investments. As a result, current or possible conflicts in individual 

states would threaten China’s economic interests as well as lives of Chinese personnel 

on the ground. Moreover, People’s Republic of China wish to be perceived as a major 

global power, which acts responsibly and prudently in its foreign affairs. On the other 

hand, since recently, Chinese policies toward African states have been determined by 

the policy of non-interference and respect for state sovereignty. For the reasons stated 

above, Chinese government now aims to change its overall policies (at least to certain 

level) and shape them around its increased economic as well as political interests in the 

continent.  

Overall, China’s position on global political stage is getting continuously stronger and 

the country is becoming more influential. While a lot has been already written about 

China’s “race for resources in Africa,” the topic of Chinese presence on the continent 

and its implications for African security had been researched only partially. In my 

opinion, if China abandons its policies of non-interference, it would have grave 

outcomes not only for Africa, but subsequently for the whole world as well and thus this 

process deserves careful observation and close examination.  

 

3. The aim of the thesis 

In my diploma thesis, I would like to prove and show the first signs that China is 

leaving its policy of non-interference in Africa. On concrete examples from the four 

fields of arms deals, military cooperation, support and financing of certain regimes and 

direct diplomatic involvement such as Khartoum’s acceptance of peacekeeping forces in 

2006, I will show how is China already intervening into Africa’s security matters. I aim 

to argue that China, with increased investments on the continent and need for 

improvement of public image, have growing interest in stabilization of African 

countries.   

 

4. Research questions 

1. Is China gradually altering its policies of non-interference in security issues?  

2. If it is altering its policies towards governments in Africa, what would be the 

reasons? What could be the consequence of changing the policy for China and Africa?  

Institut politologických studií UK FSV  
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3. In what ways did China influence African security matters between the years 2000 

and 2012? Has there been any evolvement or change in Chinese approach over the 

twelve years?  

 

5. Hypothesis 

1. China is gradually altering its politics of non-interference in African security matters.  

2. The reasons for China to alter its policies would be economical and political. 

Economic reasons are based on assumption that any real or potential conflict would 

create unstable and dangerous situation, which could cost China a lot of money, 

especially considering its FDIs in the region. Political reasons cover critical voices 

arguing that China is becoming closely associated with ruling elites and dictatorships, 

which make it a target of opposition protests and Western officials. China would also 

like to be perceived as responsible and strong global actor and so the power politics is 

necessary to confirm its status.  

3. China influences the African matters in four main areas: direct diplomatic 

involvement, arms deals, military cooperation and support and financing (direct and 

indirect) of certain regimes.  

 

6. Methodology and operationalization 

Methodologically, my thesis can be described as causality research operating with a 

combination of quantitative and qualitative analysis. For the purposes of the thesis, I 

identify (based on secondary literature) four main areas of how is China currently 

influencing Africa’s security issues: direct diplomatic actions, arms trade, support and 

financing (direct or indirect) of African regimes, military cooperation between China 

and various African states. Time frame of my thesis will cover twelve years, beginning 

with first Forum on China-Africa Cooperation held in 2000 in Beijing and limited by 

the year 2012, when the PRC’s leadership changed.    

Increased involvement could be proved, if China intervened more often in African 

security matters in areas of direct diplomatic involvement, arms deals, military 

cooperation and support and financing of various regimes. Increased Chinese 

involvement will be defined by quantitative as well as qualitative data analysis, based 

on increased number of cases as well as by the change of motives for Chinese action 

within the framework of above mentioned areas. In the case of direct diplomatic 

involvement, important will be quantitative increase in direct diplomatic actions, such 

as mediation between the actors of the real or potential conflict, negotiation with 

governments etc. Special importance will be put on potential correspondence of those 

actions with the presence of Chinese FDIs in particular states. Area of arms deals will 

be analyzed predominantly qualitatively connecting the new arm deals with the 

increasing tensions or actual conflicts within the country. Military cooperation will be 

assessed on the basis of combination of qualitative and quantitative methods, measuring 

the changes in level and strength of military cooperation if the conflict threatens to erupt 

or it already did. Last area of support and financing will examine fluctuations, measured 

on a quantitative basis, in the level of financing and support, predominantly on 
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diplomatic level (such as blocking certain resolutions in international organization or 

supporting statements of the Chinese officials), based on the threat of or actual conflict. 

Outcomes will be analyzed and synthesized to form theoretical ground to argue 

importance of African “playground” for global matters.   

 

7. Sources review 

To be able to examine the issue of Chinese interference in the security of Africa, I will 

use a variety of primary as well as secondary sources. When it comes to primary 

sources, I will use Chinese government White Papers and reports on issues connected 

with the topic, as well as some official economic statistics from MOFCOM, which I will 

compare to data acquired from the World Bank and United Nations to get a more 

balanced overview. Essential for my thesis are also statistical data about conflicts, 

which I can find in African Union’s, SIPRI’s or various United Nations agencies’ 

reports. Supporting data can be acquired from U.S. defense White papers or bilateral 

agreements between China and various African countries.  

Secondary literature includes reports from influential NGOs about the matter of Chinese 

role of African Security as well as articles, books and essays of prominent scholars. 

Different perspectives and opinion will be therefore covered.  

 

8. Outline 

 Introduction 

 Theoretical background and key terms 

 Literature analysis and overview 

 Methodology  

 Thorough qualitative and quantitative analysis of four areas of Chinese 

interventions (direct diplomatic interventions, military cooperation, arms deals, 

support and financing) in the context of Chinese FDI in the region. Each area 

will be examined in a separate chapter. 

 Summary of the key findings 

 Conclusion 
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Introduction 
 

There is no doubt about the increasing role of China in international relations in 

the past decades. With the economy growing at an unprecedented rate, this self-

appointed leader of developing nations is gaining a new sense of self-confidence in 

dealing with other countries. Since the beginning of the 21
st
 century, China started 

pushing for closer ties with African countries to develop political cooperation, ensure 

natural resources for its industry, and gain access to new markets. However, with 

increasing economic and political engagement on the continent as turbulent as Africa it 

is inevitable that security constraints were inseparable. China has well realized that and 

started involving itself more profoundly in security concerns of its allies. Its growing 

role on the continent did not come unnoticed by Western politicians and the media, the 

topic became widely discussed and controversy arose. China is being accused of 

supporting dictatorships (Zimbabwe), war criminals (al-Bashir) and of supplying arms 

to bloody conflicts (Democratic Republic of Congo, Sudan,…).  

In this thesis, I focus on how the Chinese engagement in African security matters 

evolved between the years 2000 and 2012 in order to indicate possible headings of 

Chinese strategy for the continent. Because Africa is a continent with 54 countries, 

which differs in variety of ways, I deal mainly with general trends in Chinese policy 

towards Sub-Saharan Africa, using examples from selected countries. To provide such 

analysis I have considered three main hypotheses. The first states that China is gradually 

altering its politics of non-interference in African security matters. The second argues 

that the reasons for China altering its policies are economic and political. Economic 

reasons are based on assumption that any real or potential conflict would create an 

unstable and dangerous situation, which could cost China a lot of money, especially 

considering its foreign direct investments in the region. Political reasons cover critical 

voices arguing that China is becoming closely associated with ruling elites and 

dictatorships, which make it a target of opposition protests and Western officials. China 

would also like to be perceived as a responsible and strong global actor and so the 

power politics are necessary to confirm its status. The third thesis maintains that China 

influences African security in four main areas: direct diplomatic involvement, arms 

deals, military cooperation and support and financing of certain regimes.  
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For over sixty years, the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence were the 

cornerstone of Chinese foreign policy, included in virtually all major treaties and 

agreements signed over those decades. The principle of non-interference in internal 

affairs, which is an important part of the Principles, helped China gain a leading 

position among developing countries. Lately, however, with increasing and 

strengthening economic interests of China on the continent, came its growing role of in 

African security, which demands the gradual altering of the People’s Republic 

traditional policy. In the history of Africa however this situation is not new. When 

African vast natural resources became vitally important for future development and 

economic growth of their colonial masters, the security on the continent became a 

matter of primary importance for those European empires. Situation of this sort created 

many conflicts on the continent and in many ways created the often violent reality of 

today’s Africa.  

Currently, it is increasingly obvious that the Chinese Communist Party derives 

its legitimacy from continuous economic growth of the country, on which the 

improvement of life conditions for its citizens depends. From this perspective, a 

continuous and uninterrupted stream of African raw materials became a matter of 

national security. China thus faces a great dilemma – alter its policy of non-interference 

which earned trust and support of African leaders, and possibly lose some of its 

credibility and support, which came with it or, see its interests threatened and 

endangered by instability and local conflicts. With more and more examples to prove it, 

it seems China is inclined towards the first option, even with important reservations. 

Such a shift in favor of increased engagement would be one of the most important 

changes in Chinese foreign policy since the birth of People’s Republic of China.  
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1. Theory and methodology 
 

The following thesis deals with the growing role of China in African security. It 

is obvious that the limited length of the diploma thesis cannot deal with the situation 

within each African state in detail, therefore I have decided to focus on general patterns 

and topics to provide as accurate overview as possible using concrete examples planted 

into conceptual framework.  

China often understands Africa as one region with common characteristics, 

which is represented by the establishment of Forum on China-Africa Cooperation. 

However, this thesis is geographically focused on Sub-Saharan Africa. To provide a 

more accurate picture, I was forced to separate North Africa and several islands, which 

are otherwise considered integral part of the continent. North African countries include 

Morocco, Algeria, Libya, Tunisia and Egypt; the island states are Sao Tome and 

Principe, Comoros, Cape Verde, Mauritius and Seychelles. The separation was made 

because those countries differ culturally and economically as well as politically from 

already various and diverse rest of the continent. However, in the thesis I use the words 

Africa and Sub-Saharan Africa interchangeably, the meaning stays (if not clearly 

specified otherwise) within the scope of my geographical focus.   

The time frame of the research covers twelve years, from 2000 till 2012. The 

beginning was set on the year 2000, when the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation was 

established. This year in my opinion marks a new era in Sino-African relations as it 

creates an institutionalized way to promote and push for closer political and economic 

ties between the two sides, China and African continent. The year 2012 on the other 

hand is significant because of the change in highest Chinese leadership which only 

occurs in every decade or so. With the new leader, Xi Jinping, came a new course in 

foreign policy and as such, this period should be clearly separated from the previous 

rule of Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao.     

Since the main goal of this thesis is to determine whether and how the traditional 

Chinese policy of non-interference has changed, it is necessary to determine the term 

“non-interference,” which I often use interchangeably with non-intervention. The term 

non-interference, while being used in most Chinese international treaties over the 

decades, has been rarely interpreted or explained in detail. Even the basic document of 
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the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence, the treaty between India and China from 

1954 does not include more than a mere statement of the five virtues (which one simply 

has to find rather curious in a case of such an important term). Therefore, with certain 

reservations, I am forced to use the vague Chinese definition mentioned in the article 

written by Hess and Aidoo – violations of non-interference are: 

1. “Using armed intervention or the threat of force to disrupt the political, social 

or economic order of another state or change its political system. 

2. Using direct armed intervention or subversion to undermine the stability of 

another state. 

3. Allowing one’s own territory to be used by rebellious or secessionist movements 

to indirectly subvert the stability of institutions of another state. 

4. Arming or otherwise supporting rebellious or secessionist movements or 

mercenaries within another state’s territory. 

5. Employing hostile propaganda for the purpose of intervening in the internal 

affairs of another state or undermining its stability. 

6. Using one’s power and influence to prevent a state from freely determining its 

own political, social and economic development. This includes the unsanctioned 

(by the United Nations) use of economic blockades to interfere in a foreign 

state’s internal affairs.”
1
  

 

While all the points seem to be relevant for our discussion of Chinese 

engagement in African security, some need certain adjustments in my opinion. The 

fourth point, while certainly acceptable and valid, should be in current international 

situation broadened to include support of government in the crackdown of opposition, 

especially when international arms embargoes are in place. This point is thus 

particularly relevant for the analysis of arms deals. However, most valid for our analysis 

is the sixth point, which covers several areas I have determined as areas in which the 

People’s Republic influences African security matters - diplomatic involvement, arms 

deals, military cooperation and support and financing of particular African states. I took 

the liberty of adopting the division proposed by the Saferworld’s study China’s 

Growing Role in African Peace and Security, because I believe it to be the best 

conceptualization, which appeared in various forms and with varied completeness in all 

                                                 
1
 Hess, Steve, Aidoo, Richard, Beyond the Rhetoric: Noninterference in China’s African Policy, p. 359 
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articles and books dealing with the topic in general. By using its political power to 

pressure states to subject to its will China violates the sixth point. By pressuring some 

state with economic leverage to act in certain ways, China violates the sixth point. Both 

of those arguments fall under the direct diplomatic involvement area. Using foreign 

direct investment (FDI) or foreign aid to support and finance African states can be also 

perceived as a violation of the sixth point. Military cooperation can also fall under the 

sixth point. Finally, it is important to stress that the term intervention should not be 

perceived only negatively, especially in the broader sense which I have outlined.   

In comparison with the original diploma thesis project, I have decided on certain 

adjustments, especially in the methodology. I have abandoned the idea of a causality 

research, which was replaced by variation of a case study. There were several reasons 

for such a decision – lack of verifiable and accurate quantitative data, combined with 

fixed length of the thesis.  

  

1.1. Theoretical background 

 

There is no doubt about the rising role of China in international relations. As a 

rising power, many grow doubtful about its intentions and goals. The uncertainty is 

even bigger as China, as an undemocratic regime does not exactly share much 

information publicly and does not possess the system of checks and balances. In 

international relations, there are several theories which aim to explain and forecast 

actions of rising powers. However, in our case two theories in particular fit our scenario 

– realism and liberalism.   

Both theories have several streams of thoughts within their worldviews. 

According to Zbigniew Brzezinski, China will always try to avoid conflicts, because in 

“a conflict, Chinese maritime trade would stop entirely. The flow of oil would cease, 

and the Chinese economy would be paralyzed.”
2
 Chinese desire for economic growth 

thus largely prevents seeking of conflict. The main danger for Chinese continuous 

peaceful rise might be internal social tensions, which might provoke the leadership 

towards exploiting newly found nationalism. However, according to Brzezinski, China 

is integrating well into the international system and as such, the danger of violent 

                                                 
2
 Foreign Policy, Clash of the Titans 
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clashes diminish.
3
 Brzezinski considers Chinese economic growth its main interest, 

which shall be protected by avoiding conflicts and involvement in any conflicts.  

John Mearsheimer, a representative of the so called offensive realism, strongly 

disagrees with Brzezinski’s conclusions. According to Mearsheimer, the conflict 

between China and other powers is inevitable. In his theory, Mearsheimer argues that 

“theory of international politics says that the mightiest states attempt to establish 

hegemony in their own region while making sure that no rival great power dominates 

another region. The ultimate goal of every great power is to maximize its share of world 

power and eventually dominate the system.”
4
 Because the international system is 

anarchic, all the powers have offensive capacity and no state knows the intentions of the 

other state with certainty, the best course of action for any state is to grow in strength as 

much as possible to deter others from hurting it. The ultimate goal of all the powers is to 

become a hegemon and sometimes, great powers can start wars even when it would hurt 

their economies (as was the case with Hitler’s Germany). Based on Mearsheimer, if 

China focuses on the growth of its economy, it can later translate its economic power 

into military strength and as such they will become a true regional hegemon, thus 

challenging the American privileged position.
5
  

Put simply, if we apply Mearsheimer’s views on the topic of Chinese role in 

African security, we can see that to become a hegemon, at least on the regional level, as 

Mearsheimer argues is every state’s ultimate goal, China has to keep its economic 

growth going. Economic growth is for now the main source of China’s rise and as such 

any interruptions shall be considered a threat to national interests will demand a strong 

response, thus altering the policy of non-interference.  

While the realists see state as the primary actor in international relations, liberals 

see the world differently. “Liberal theory on the other hand rests on a “bottom-up” view 

of politics in which the demands of individuals and societal groups are treated as 

analytically prior to politics.”
6
 Conflict or coercion may occur, in the case of divergent 

fundamental beliefs, conflict over scarce material good or if there exist inequalities in 

political power. “Extreme scarcity tends to exacerbate conflicts over resources by 

                                                 
3
 Foreign Policy, Clash of the Titans 

4
 Ibid. 

5
 Ibid. 

6
 Moravcsik, Andrew, Taking Preferences Seriously: A Liberal Theory of International Politics, p. 517 
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increasing the willingness of social actors to assume cost and risk to obtain them.”
7
 

States tend to pursue only certain “interpretations and combinations of security, welfare, 

and sovereignty preferred by powerful domestic groups” represented by institutions.
8
 

Defense of fundamental interests of the state including territory, sovereignty and 

economic interests can thus vary considerably based on social context of the particular 

country. In our case, the social context of the country is represented by the fact that the 

Chinese Communist Party relies on economic growth to keep the hold on power, thus it 

translates economic interests in the matter of national security with all the implications 

such status brings. 

While it is obvious that realists focus on bilateral relations, as that is the relation 

where strength can manifest itself, liberals tend to take a multilateral approach. 

According to commercial liberalism, which is in many ways useful to China, country 

dependent on international trade, “states that are more engaged in global trading are 

more likely to participate in multilateral treaty-making. By strengthening the 

international legal order, multilateral rules contribute to securing existing international 

trade flows and in particular help to safeguard international actors who are engaged in 

the exchange of goods and services against arbitrary treatment by importing countries.”
9
  

Both realism and liberalism seem to agree on expecting China to play a more 

active role in African security in case its economic interests are somehow threatened, 

thus supporting the first thesis. While both schools agree in the end, they considerably 

differ in the reasons, which they expect would lead to the conclusion. While realists 

expect the political reasons, such as power-seeking as the determinants, liberals see the 

motivation in a social context of the country, which in our case demands economic 

growth thus putting it on the forefront of national interests. If we combine both 

approaches, we get the second thesis stating that the reasons for China to alter its 

policies are economic and political. 
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1.2. Methodology 

 

The following diploma thesis is a case study, which operates with a combination 

of quantitative and qualitative methods. The main goal of this research is to prove China 

is in the case of African security slowly altering its traditional policy of non-interference 

in internal affairs of other states. Most of the research is therefore focused on studying 

one variable – Chinese policy of non-interference and its evolvement. Logic dictates 

that in case that China intervenes in internal matters of certain state its declared policy 

of non-interference will be weakened and thus altered. To be able to find such events, 

conceptualization of Chinese involvement in African security is necessary.  

Based on the secondary literature, I have identified four main areas where is 

China influencing African security: diplomatic involvement, arms deals, military 

cooperation and support and financing of particular African states. Those four areas thus 

represent independent variables relevant for the analysis of a dependent variable, which 

is in our case represented by changes in the policy of non-interference. To find the 

occurrence of events in which China interfered in internal affairs of particular Sub-

Saharan African states, each of the four areas will be thoroughly analyzed in the third 

chapter and findings supported by concrete examples. For the analysis, a combination of 

quantitative and qualitative methods is being used. The quantitative method (direct 

diplomatic involvement, arms deals, support and financing) is used to show the 

increased number of cases, where the People’s Republic became directly involved in 

African security matters and to express correlations between increased involvements in 

particular countries and increasing FDI. The qualitative method (direct diplomatic 

involvement, military cooperation, support and financing) helps to explain certain 

examples of Chinese actions, which influenced internal affairs of particular states.  

To complete the picture, I aim to analyze the reasons for Chinese interest in 

Africa (chapter 2), because without an interest there is no engagement. I have divided 

the motives into economic and political, based on the theoretical background. The 

fourth chapter is devoted to the introduction of traditional Chinese policy of non-

interference; discursive analysis will show the role of the term non-interference in the 

main documents regarding the Sino-African relationship and the historic evolvement 

will be briefly outlined with the emphasis on the changes in the timeframe of this thesis. 
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The last chapter deals with the reasons for increased Chinese engagement in 

matters of African security. For the purpose of this thesis, I have identified (based on 

secondary literature including International Crisis Group, Jonathan Holstag, Christopher 

Alden and others) three main motives why  China has become more involved in African 

security – the desire to be seen as a responsible global player, protecting its interests 

abroad and promoting a multilateral agenda. Here the qualitative analysis aims to show, 

on concrete examples mostly mentioned in the third chapter, what the pressures and 

potential losses China is facing in case African security situation deteriorates. Because 

such a broad topic requires further research, I aim to mainly point out some important 

correlations between Chinese engagement and particular event or trend, which requires 

further research.  

 

1.3. Literature overview 

 

For the purpose of this thesis, I have used a wide variety of primary as well as 

secondary resources. The credibility of both is however in most cases rather limited. As 

a communist state with strong reservations towards democracy and system of checks 

and balances let alone free press, China is not exactly abundant with detailed 

information about its defense policies, military developments or even economic 

indicators. Much information of this sort is thus unavailable or unreliable. Normally, a 

researcher’s way around this problem would be to use Western resources. 

Unfortunately, as the topic of this thesis is often securitized in the West, various sources 

from this part of the world tend to be biased or inaccurate as well.; the rest on the other 

hand is often based on estimates, which obviously varies in accuracy and thus the data 

and numbers for certain topics may differ considerably.  

For several parts of this thesis, primary data formed the basis for analysis. 

MOFCOM provided me with its 2010 Statistical Bulletin of China’s Outward Foreign 

Direct Investment, which is often used among scholars as an important source of data 

about Chinese foreign direct investments even though it has important limitation. Its 

critics for example stress that MOFCOM fails to include Chinese companies listed 

offshore and it also excludes investments in financial sector. Another source of primary 

data was The Observatory of Economic Complexity, a database of international trade, 
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which bases its data on BACI International Trade Database. It is very difficult to find 

information about Chinese foreign aid and assistance to Africa and China’s 

Development Finance to Africa: A Media-Based Approach to Data Collection thus 

presents one of the few possibilities to research the topic. However it is important to 

note that it bases its data on information obtained from media, scholars, businessmen 

etc. Fortunately its statistics are divided between “official data” based on official, 

government statistics or press releases and “unofficial data.” For the data on arms deals 

between China and Africa, the data from Stockholm International Peace Research 

Institute (SIPRI) were used which are generally considered the best option for 

researchers on this topic. Naturally, an important part of this research is based on 

Chinese official strategic documents and white papers. These documents should be 

however treated with certain reservations as they may contain propaganda and 

simplifications to prove their point. 

Secondary literature used in this research consists of a wide variety of resources, 

including scholarly or newspaper articles, books and studies. Newspaper articles were 

mostly used to gain access to information about particular incidents or commentaries 

from the parties involved. However, China Daily is an official Chinese media, which is 

controlled by the state government and its censors, and was in some cases used to 

present Chinese official view on the matter at hand. A very important source of 

information for this thesis was the study written by Safer World Group China's growing 

role in African peace and security. Even though the Safer World Group is an 

association of companies working in defense and security sector providing analysis as 

well as equipment, their report is well structured and maintains academic standards. In 

this thesis, I also used the information from the diploma thesis on Chinese FDI in 

Africa, which I wrote at University of Economics. Because the resources for certain 

tables, for example Table 3, remain the same, a table may look similar as a result. 
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2. Chinese interest in Africa 
 

The history of Sino-African relations dates back to 15
th

 century when the famous 

Chinese explorer Zheng He reached the African coast. After a long pause in mutual 

cooperation, Sino-African ties renewed with the end of Chinese civil war and 

establishment of communist rule over China in turbulent 1950s. At that time, the 

relationship was influenced by the dynamics of the Cold War and had mainly political 

character. The situation changed rapidly after the initiation of Deng Xiaoping’s reforms 

in 1979, which started an unprecedented industrial growth of China and left the world 

astonished. Economists usually attribute the rapid economic growth to the following 

factors: large-scale capital investment (possible because of massive domestic savings 

and foreign investment) and rapid productivity growth.
10

   

Table 1: Chinese economic growth represented by GDP annual growth rate
11

 

 

In our case we are particularly interested in the rise of production, because that is 

the factor highly influencing Africa in two basic ways. First, China, which overtook the 
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U.S. and Japan as the world’s largest manufacturer,
12

 obviously needs vast resources to 

be able to sustainably grow its production. Second, China needs markets, where it could 

sell its products. As we can see, international trade became a basis of Chinese economic 

expansion; it is an often cited view that Chinese expansion was made possible only 

because of the globalization, and as such Sino-African ties became deepening quickly. 

The political aspects of Sino-African relationship, represented by increased 

political cooperation of developing nations after the Bandung Conference or support of 

the anti-colonial movements in Africa, persisted but were also joined by the economic 

reasons for engagement. Nowadays, thirty years after the reforms, scholars generally 

identify three main reasons for Chinese engagement in Africa – natural resources, 

market seeking and political cooperation.    

 

2.1. African resources, a reservoir of China’s economic 
growth 

   

The world’s most populous country with 1,3 billion people is nowadays in a 

state of transition. The growing economy and improving living conditions together with 

rapid urbanization are increasing domestic consumption at an immense pace (see Table 

2). Not only is China the world’s largest manufacturer, it is also by far its biggest 

exporter, with estimated $2.049 trillion in 2012 and $2.21 trillion in 2013. Its exports 

consist mainly from “electrical and other machinery, including data processing 

equipment, apparel, radio telephone handsets, textiles, integrated circuits.”
13

 Production 

of all those commodities has immense requirements on natural resources. China thus 

needs huge amounts of natural resources not only to satisfy growing domestic demand, 

but also to keep its export-oriented economy going. 
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Table 2: Chinese private consumption 2001-2013
14

 

 

   

Fortunately for its government, China is a state rich with natural resources. 

There are 200,000 state owned mines in China, which employ more than 10 million 

miners. The country is the world’s major producer of coal, lead, zinc and tin. It also 

produces a large percentage of the world’s output of iron ore, gold, bauxite and other 

things.
15

 China also has basically a monopoly on some rare earths, which are a vital 

component in production of high-tech and defense technologies.
16

  Despite this natural 

abundance, China cannot satisfy all its needs with only domestic mining capacities 

(needless to add there are also resources, like coltan for example, which it does not 

have). According to The Economist, in 2004 China alone formed 30% of world’s 

consumption of coal and 36% of steel.
17  China thus has to look to satisfy its needs 

abroad.  

In the world of natural resources, there is one that holds a privileged spot for 

more than a century, one that has been the cause of wars and wealth in many countries, 

the so called black gold, petroleum. Petroleum also has the “special” position among 

Chinese imports. Even though China was once also Asia’s biggest oil exporter, since 
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1993 it is a net oil importer.
18

  Already at the end of 2013, due to increasing domestic 

consumption and rising refinery industry, China became the world’s largest importer of 

petroleum.   

The topic of China’s race for resources became wildly discussed in the past 

years not only among scholars but also among politicians and the general public. In 

some cases, such as in the United States, increasing Chinese investments became a 

securitized topic with many public figures assigning it almost as a matter of national 

security. The truth, however, is that Chinese imports of raw materials are rising. 

Chinese top five imports include two raw materials, which are believed to be vital for 

development of any country’s industry: crude petroleum (9,1% of total Chinese imports) 

and iron ore (3,9%). Other important raw materials imports consist of copper, lead, coal, 

manganese, nickel, chromium and zinc. In addition there is coltan, which constitutes 

only a small yet important percentage of Chinese imports. Platinum with sulphur, which 

cannot be found in such numbers in Africa, is being imported from other continents by 

China.
19

 

Most of the exports to China from the ten countries with highest Chinese FDI are 

made of raw materials (see Table 3). Nigeria, Sudan and Angola are important exporters 

of oil to China, while Democratic Republic of Congo sells Chinese cobalt and Zambia is 

a source of copper. Sometimes, as is the case with Niger, Sudan or Angola, an absolute 

majority of exports consists of one particular raw material.  
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Table 3: Top 10 countries with highest Chinese FDI flows (2004-2010) and their 

mineral exports to China, 2010
20

   

 raw material and its share (%) on country’s exports to China   
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11,9 8,5 x 2 2,1 12,9 1,7 9,8 4,8 1,2 x 6,8 

Nigeria x x x x 1,1 x 1,6 0,1 1,3 x Oil 

66 

1,1 

Zambia x x 4,8 x 92 x x 0,7 0,7 x x 3 

Congo DR x x 47,3 0,2 50 x x x x x x 2,4 

Niger x x x x x x x x x x Ura-

nium 

92,5 

37,7 

Sudan x x x x 0,1 x x x x x Oil 

98,16 

5,8 

Ethiopia x x x 4,6 x 0,1 x x x x Seeds, 

79,55 

0,2 

Kenya x x x 1,7 18,8 4,2 0,2 0,5 x x x 0,1 

Madagascar 26,6 x x 7,2 x x x x x x x 0,1 

Angola x x x x x x x x x x Oil 

99,71 

19,7  

 

Davin Shinn together with other authors argues that because the “West was 

largely in control of known resources around the continent, […] China started taking 

over the un-wanted areas. This led China to deal with the most difficult areas of the 

continent to get access to precious sources of raw materials where they are still 

available.”
21

 Examples of such process include Angola, where China conveniently 
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swooped in after embargoes drove out all of the Western companies, or Sudan, where 

China (together with Canada and South Korea) replaced Western companies banned 

from the country because of the Darfur bloodshed.  

 

2.2. Africa and its markets 

 

Africa is the second largest and second most populous continent with more than 

a billion people.
22

 With many local economies developing on an increased pace, Africa 

represents a market of the future with a vast number of potential customers. Chinese 

companies seem to understand this and their foreign direct investments (FDI) on the 

continent are on the rise also in sectors other than the traditional mining.  

The theory stands that companies typically seek foreign markets in the situation 

when domestic production overgrows domestic demand and the industry then have a 

problem to sell all its products. The competition in this case becomes so intense that the 

profits begin to decrease and companies are either forced to leave the industry or look 

around for the new markets.
23 

 Such a description is easily applied to the situation in 

China within the past decade with its overheating economy and ever increasing exports. 

Another motive for Chinese investments in Africa can be to seek strategic assets or to 

diversify a company’s portfolio.  

Since 2000 Sino-African trade started to grow at an immense pace (see Table 4). 

Until 2003 Chinese exports to Africa were generally bigger than its imports from the 

continent. Since 2003 the trade volume started to increase rapidly and Chinese imports 

overgrew the exports in most of the cases, which was due to increasing imports of raw 

materials.  Even though Chinese exports to Africa make only about 4% of total global 

trade, it is still an important relationship,
24

 especially when we consider the rapid 

growth and economic potential of the continent.  China surpassed the United States in 

2009 and became Africa’s largest trade partner.
25
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Table 4: China-Africa Trade Volume 2000-2012
26

 

 

 

 

The strong position of Chinese exports to Africa can be a surprise for many as 

the media generally only reports on China’s race for resources. However, for some 

African entrepreneurs cheap Chinese imports represent a real problem. The depth of the 

problem became visible for example in 2004 when the Senegalese union of shopkeepers 

rallied against Chinese entrepreneurs which they claimed were setting their prices so 

low that it was making everybody else bankrupt.
27

 The topic has also been researched 

by African scholars, like Ogunsanwo in 2008, who accused Chinese companies of 

dumping its cheaply produced goods in Africa thus effectively ruining infant industries 

in Nigeria.
28

  

Chinese companies in Africa are also known for their infrastructure projects. 

Since the beginning of the century China has been building hundreds of buildings, 

railways, roads, dams and other infrastructure projects, either as part of its foreign 

development assistance programs or by private firms. Many of these projects followed a 

rather unique approach called the “Angola mode.” In this model, Beijing builds 
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infrastructure projects in African countries, which repays it with oil or other resources.
29

 

Examples of such practice include Imbolou dam in Congo (repaid in oil),
 30

 or building 

Nigerian oil industry on a green field in 2010 (repaid by uranium).
31

 While many 

authors, including author of Dead Aid Dambisa Moyo, appreciate such efforts as 

helping those poor countries to develop by providing them with the means necessary, 

others criticize them. One often cited argument is poor quality of these constructions; 

other is poor treatment of local workers.   

 

 

2.3. Chinese FDI in Africa 

 

The natural outcome of the first two, economic, reasons for Chinese engagement 

naturally led to increasing investments on the continent aimed on exploring the richness 

of wonders, Chinese companies crave so dearly. China is a communist state, even 

though after Deng Xiaoping’s reforms it has many capitalistic characteristics, a majority 

of the big foreign direct investments are realized by state owned firms. As such the 

interests of the state and business are inevitably in many ways interconnected. 

The process of economic expansion beyond Chinese borders was officially 

blessed by the government by introducing the so called “going global strategy” 

launched in 2001. The new strategy, according to Chinese leaders, was “an important 

decision made by the Chinese Government in order to meet the demands of 

international and domestic situations as well as the condition of China's economic 

development.”
32

 In spite of “going global” being focused mainly on trade, the new 

discourse affected FDI immensely. Since China started publishing its Outward FDI 

Statistics System in 2002, the total FDI flows augmented from USD 2.7 billion to 68.81 

billion eight years later (see Table 5). The changes were dramatic and quick, the amount 

more than doubled in comparison with previous year in 2005, 2006 and 2008. When we 
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examine the outward stocks, the pattern is similar – in 2002 the total outward stock was 

mere USD 29.9 billion, only to rise up to USD 317.21 billion in 2010.
33

   

However, it is important to stress that from those impressive numbers only a 

fraction of FDI goes to Africa, which is in stark contrast to the controversy raised by 

Chinese investments in Africa. In 2010 Chinese FDI outflows to Africa were a mere 2 

111 million USD, while for example investments to Asia were worth 44850 million 

USD and to Latin America 10538 million USD in 2010.
34

  

Table 5: Chinese outward FDI flows
35

 

 

The top five recipients of Chinese FDI in Sub-Saharan Africa in the period 

2004-2010 were South Africa (54%), Nigeria (10%), Zambia (5.8%), Democratic 

Republic of Congo (5.6%) and Niger (3.3%).
36

 The unprecedented rise in the Chinese 

FDI to Sub-Saharan Africa was caused by a spike in the FDI to South Africa in 2007, 

where China bought a 20% share in South African Standard Bank.
37

  In 2010 China held 

the biggest stocks in South Africa, Nigeria, Zambia, Democratic Republic of Congo and 

Sudan.
38

   

Chinese economic expansion in Africa is often viewed negatively among the 

Western politicians and scholars, because of its supposed focus on natural resources 
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alone, without thinking about consequences.
39

 The numbers support such claims. In 

2006 the total FDI flows from China on the continent consisted of “the mining sector 

(40.74%), business services (21.58%), finance (16.4%), transport and 

telecommunications (6.57%), wholesale and retail trade (6.57%) and manufactured 

goods (4.33%), with the other sectors being only slightly represented.”
40

 Oil plays 

without a doubt an important part in Chinese decision-making process as among the top 

ten biggest receivers of China’s FDI between the years 2004 and 2010 (South Africa, 

Nigeria, Zambia, Democratic Republic of Congo, Niger, Sudan, Ethiopia, Kenya, 

Madagascar and Angola), five (South Africa, Nigeria, Democratic Republic of Congo, 

Sudan and Angola) had proven oil production
41

 and most of the rest had discovered oil 

reserves within the time frame. However, it is important to stress that the situation 

among Western investors is rather similar, sometimes with even more profound focus 

on raw materials. 

It is very important for Chinese influence on African security matters to further 

analyze the destinations of PLC’s foreign direct investment. As was mentioned earlier, 

China as a relative late-comer to Africa found many of the most prosperous locations 

with great potential taken by the Westerners. For that reason, China was often made to 

invest in unstable countries, sometimes even under a UN embargo, which were free for 

grasp. Out of the ten countries with the highest Chinese FDI between the years 2004 and 

2010, four have very bad indicators of good governance and belong to the 10 worst 

percent in the world and three belong to the worst 20% (see Table 6).  
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Table 6: Countries with highest Chinese FDI flows and their ranking political stability 

and violence (percentile of all world countries), 2010
42

 

 
Country 

 
Political instability, 

violence 

South Africa 47 

Nigeria 3 

Zambia 62 

Congo, DR 3 

Niger 13 

Sudan 1 

Ethiopia 7 

Kenya 13 

Madagascar 15 

Angola 37 

Such turbulent and unstable countries present China with many security risks not 

only for the investment but also for Chinese personnel on the ground. On the other 

hand, those countries also represent an important source of raw materials, which seem 

in the current world, where every drop of oil seems to be claimed, hardly replaceable. 

This is mainly the case of Sudan, which supplies China with 5% of its total oil imports 

or Angola, which exports 17%. In total about one third of Chinese oil imports come 

from Africa.
43

 Imports of copper from the Democratic Republic of Congo represent 5% 

of total Chinese copper imports.
44

 It is obvious that China has a strong interest in 

keeping those countries stable so that the important exports of raw materials will 

continue without disruption.  

 

2.4. Sino-African political cooperation 

 

China often presents itself as the largest developing country and addresses 

Africa as a continent with the highest number of developing countries. As such, the 

foundation of the relationship between the two sides is often interpreted as cooperation 

of developing countries towards achieving “common development.” Also the Beijing 

Declaration, a document establishing the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation in 2000, 
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stresses that “China-Africa Cooperation Forum is a framework for collective dialogue 

between China and African countries on the basis of equality and mutual benefit and 

that to seek peace and development is our common objective.“
45

 Both sides have in 

common a certain dislike to the current form of international relations, which they 

accuse of being unfair towards developing countries and which they aim to reform 

together.
46

  

Today the most important setting for cooperation between People’s Republic and 

Africa is the already mentioned Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC). The 

main objectives of the organization are “equal consultation, enhancing understanding, 

expanding consensus, strengthening friendship and promoting cooperation.”
47

 The 

membership is quite extensive. Besides China it is 50 African states, which have 

established diplomatic relations with China, i.e. they do not recognize Taiwan, and the 

Commission of the African Union (AU). Under the flag of FOCAC high level, a 

ministerial meeting is held every three years (see Table 7). In addition, other 

consultation mechanisms include the Senior Official Follow-up Meeting and Senior 

Official Preparatory Meeting for the Ministerial Conference, both held once every three 

years. Meetings of diplomats of both sides occur at least twice a year.
48

  

Table 7: Forum for China-Africa Cooperation main events, 2000-2010
49

 

Year Place Outcome 

2000 Beijing Beijing Declaration 

Programme for China-Africa Cooperation in Economic and Social 

Development 

2003 Addis 

Ababa 

Addis Ababa Action Plan for the years 2004-2006 

2006 Beijing Beijing Declaration 

Beijing Action Plan for the years 2006-2008 

2009 Sharm El 

Sheikh 

Declaration of Sharm El Sheikh 

Sharm El Sheikh Action Plan for the years 2010-2012 

2012 Beijing Declaration of the 5th Ministerial Conference of the Forum on 

China-Africa Cooperation 

Beijing Action Plan (2013-2015) 
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The most important ministerial conference up until now seems to be the 2006 

FOCAC Conference in Beijing. The main motives for future cooperation were 

established as “political equality and mutual trust, win-win economic cooperation and 

cultural exchanges.” President Hu Jintao also announced eight specific measures to help 

Africa develop, those included: “increased assistance, provision of preferential loans 

and preferential export buyer's credit, establishment of the China-Africa Development 

Fund, offering assistance in building the AU conference center, debt and customs 

exemption, establishment of economic cooperation and trade zones, enhancement of 

human resources development and cooperation in education, health care and other areas 

for Africa.“
50

  

Cooperation with African countries is helping China to counter Western 

criticism, especially in the area of human rights, to marginalize international status of 

Taiwan, as well as limit the near-hegemony of the United States in international 

politics.
51

 The gravest advantage of the cooperation between China and Africa is thus 

mutual support in international organizations. China has a stronger position while 

negotiating support from African countries, which consist of about 50 votes in the 

United Nation’s General Assembly or in UN Security Council (UN SC). Also, China 

needs the support of African countries in the UN Human Rights Council. In exchange, 

African countries can push for certain issues to be raised in UN SC through China. 

Chinese help can be also useful when dealing with World Trade Organization 

complaints and negotiations.
52

 Until today the biggest and most visible achievement 

China was able to secure with the support of African countries was taking the seat in the 

United Nations Security Council in 1971, thus effectively replacing Taiwan as the sole 

official representative of “China.“
53

  

Economic reforms, introduced by Deng Xiaoping in the late 1970s and early 

1980s, were a source of economic growth which increasingly demanded natural 

resources and markets unavailable at home. As Chinese interest in Africa, a continent 

where raw materials and unsatisfied markets were still abundant, was strengthening and 

FDI were growing, China found itself increasingly dependent on the stability of the 

continent and friendship of local governments. The need for political cooperation in 
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international organizations also requires friendly relationships. Therefore China found 

itself in a difficult situation – to protect its investments and meet demands from friendly 

regimes on the continent, engagement or even interference seems inevitable, on the 

other hand, by pressuring some of the problematic regimes there is a danger of 

alienating them. However, as China becomes an important stakeholder in African 

matters it is increasingly obvious that turning a blind eye towards bloodshed and chaos 

is no longer an option.  
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3. Ways the Chinese influence African security 
 

There is little doubt that China wants a stable Africa, because that is the only 

way to fully explore the economic possibilities this continent offers. Despite its policy 

of non-interference, many of the official Chinese efforts and actions actually are 

influencing the internal security situation of the states in Sub-Saharan Africa. There are 

many ways a state can influence another state's internal politics, especially one as big, 

populous and economically strong as China. The basic and in theory simplest way – use 

of force – is in our case out of questions for reasons varying from geographical distance 

to international response. Between the years 2000 and 2012, there were however other 

ways for China to get involved in African security, either by choice or by pressure. For 

the purpose of this thesis, four ways in which the Chinese influence African security 

situation were defined: direct diplomatic involvement, arms deals, support and financing 

of particular countries and military cooperation.  

Chinese engagement in African security also has important limitations which 

prevent it from using direct military intervention, as the realist discourse might expect. 

As Holstag argues, China will in most cases act multilaterally for several reasons. First, 

great geographic distance divides Africa from China, a situation not so easily overcome 

when the United States and India control this part of the ocean. Second, any kind of 

direct military action would provoke great response not only from the West, but most 

probably also from China’s African allies, who highly value the principle of non-

interference.
54

 As such, Chinese engagement in African security matters lay on a 

combination of multilateral efforts, including the UN SC, peacekeeping and such, with 

bilateral efforts, mainly focused on efforts with diplomatic roots such as arms deals or 

support and financing. 

 

3.1. Diplomatic involvement 

 

Chinese diplomatic involvement in African peace and security is mostly directed 

bilaterally or channeled through the United Nations Security Council. Its cooperation 

with external actors is therefore quite limited, which is the reason we will be mostly 
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ignoring them in this chapter. When it comes to regional organizations, there are two 

which are worth mentioning, though we will not be able to give them more space in this 

chapter due to length constraints. The African Union generally plays a large role in 

African peace and security and it even has its own armed forces able to deal with 

smaller scale situations. The forum on China-Africa Cooperation’s role is mainly a 

forum for regular consultations and pledges. FOCAC has also created a mechanism for 

consultations and closer cooperation among African representatives and China in the 

United Nations.   

There are several main goals China tries to reach by its diplomatic involvement 

in African security matters. First, China aims to protect its interests – economic (large 

investments) as well as political (good relations with local governments and diminishing 

criticism from the West) on the continent. To protect those interests it seems to be in 

China’s direct interest to promote peace and stability on the continent. To achieve its 

goals in Africa, China has been using three main tools of diplomatic involvement on the 

continent: the United Nations Security Council voting, peacekeeping (which can be also 

considered military cooperation) and bilateral relations. 

 

3.1.1. United Nations Security Council voting 

 

United Nations Security Council represents one of the most important global 

security players as it can impose wide sanctions or deploy peacekeeping mission in the 

country. China became a permanent member in the Security Council in 1971 and since 

then it has played an important role in its decision-making process. Its position in the 

Council is especially important for Africa, China's significant trading partner, which is 

itself a common target of Security Council’s resolutions. Between the years 2000 and 

2012 the amount of resolutions dealing with particular Sub-Saharan African states has 

been slowly increasing (see Table 8) and as such, China can exercise its powers more 

and more often.  
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Table 8: Number UN SC Resolutions concerning particular Sub-Saharan African states 

per year (2000-2012)
55

 

 

 The list of Sub-Saharan African countries which were the object of Security 

Council’s resolutions between 2000 and 2012 is quite short despite the fact that they 

represent the majority of all the resolutions. The five most often discussed states were 

the Democratic Republic of Congo, Cote d’Ivoire, Sudan, Somalia and Liberia (see 

Table 9). Two of them, the Democratic Republic of Congo and Sudan are important 

destinations of Chinese FDI.   

Table 9: Most Common targets of UN SC resolutions among Sub-Saharan African 

states (2000-2012)
 56

 

State No. of resolutions 

Democratic Republic of Congo 57 

Cote d’Ivoire 49 

Sudan 46 
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Somalia 44 

Liberia 38 

Sierra Leone 30 

Western Sahara 30 

Rwanda (including International Tribunal) 27 

Eritrea, Ethiopia 24 

Burundi 15 

Angola 11 

China does not have the best reputation concerning its voting in the United 

Nations Security Council. According to some critics it is this international body where 

Chinese supposed protection of dictators and bad governments in Sub-Saharan Africa 

becomes most visible.
57

 However, the truth is that until 2012 China used only one veto 

since it took seat in the Security Council which is less than any other permanent 

member.
 58

 Even then, China did not act alone but in coalition with Russia casting its 

“no” with China. While some authors, like Fok, suggest that such a gesture was 

supposed to show solidarity with the developing world, a more reasonable explanation 

seems to be this – China had previously signed a $1.3 billion energy deal with 

Mugabe’s country.
59

 The reluctance to use a veto represents China's general reluctance 

towards the use of power.
60

  

By vetoing the 2008 resolution proposing sanctions against Zimbabwe, China 

took an unprecedented action to protect one of its allies in Africa. After the criticism of 

elections manipulated by Mr. Mugabe in 2008 the sanctions seemed to have been only a 

matter of time. The measures proposed in the resolution targeted president Mugabe and 

his close allies by asset freezes, arms embargo and travel bans. However, China 
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accompanied by Russia, Libya, South Africa and Vietnam voted against the measures 

when they finally reached the Security Council.
61

 There had been several reasons for 

China to cast the veto. First, Zimbabwe had been a close ally of China in Africa. For 

example, in 2005 Chinese President Hu Jintao referred to President Mugabe as a “much 

respected old friend of the Chinese people.”
62

 Second, the arms embargoes, which were 

part of the proposition, would pose China in a difficult situation as it is known for 

selling arms to these regimes quite regularly (this issue will be further explained in the 

Chapter 3.2.). Third, South Africa was also opposed to the measures and as such, China 

could argue that it is against the will of local organizations and countries.   

Aside from veto, there is another possibility to show the opposition towards the 

proposed resolution in the United Nations Security Council – abstentions. Over the 

years, abstentions became a very popular way for China to deal with uncomfortable 

issues. It allowed them to avoid being seen as a rogue agent by the West while keeping 

good relations with the targeted state. ”Beijing's justifications for its occasional 

abstentions that raised eyebrows at the beginning have been remarkably consistent. 

They include draft resolutions perceived by Beijing as interfering in the domestic affairs 

of countries or undermining their sovereignty, independence and territorial integrity.”
63

 

 Such was the case with Sudan between 2004 and 2007 when China constantly 

abstained from any resolution targeting it (resolutions 1556, 1564, 1591, 1593 and 

1672), or at least weakened it considerably.
64

 “China’s abstentions have been 

“remarkably consistent”, based on a sensitivity to UN sanctions or intervention, and to 

resolutions that appear to undermine the sovereignty or the territorial integrity of the 

target state.”
65

 When in 2007 China finally agreed to send a combined UN and African 

Union deployment to Darfur it was only after Sudan gave its consent, even though it 

was to a large degree a result of pressure from Beijing.
66

 Especially the pressure shows 

once again that China is willing to push its allies and make them reconsider their 

decisions, thus influencing their internal affairs. 
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China's seat in the Security Council also plays another role in the Sino-African 

relationship. By strengthening their economic and political relations with the People’s 

Republic, African countries gained opportunity to pressure China into putting some 

matters on the agenda. Such was the case in 2006, when China was the first nation that 

asked UN Security Council to send a peacekeeping mission to Somalia.    

 

3.1.2. Peacekeeping 

 

Since the People’s Republic of China acquired a seat in United Nations’ Security 

Council in 1971, its position towards peacekeeping changed considerably. Once the 

vocal critic of the peacekeeping concept, in the last two decades the People’s Republic 

of China revised its policy towards advocating more pragmatic approach based on case 

by case considerations. Chinese participation on peacekeeping missions can be viewed 

as another manifestation of its shift towards multilateralism which ensures that its views 

are not only heard, but also have a direct impact on decision making.
67

 

At first China loudly and decisively rejected peacekeeping which it saw as a tool 

of American imperialism and projection of its interests and power abroad. The official 

argumentation against peacekeeping was led by the principle of non-interference in 

internal affairs of other states. After China became a member of the UN Security 

Council it decided for a more pragmatic approach of opposing the concept, 

demonstrating non-participation, while keeping its vocal criticism to a minimum. Even 

though China was no longer threatened by any kind of intervention by the UN on its 

territory, it still felt obliged to repay other developing countries for their help in 

acquiring the seat in the Security Council. Ideologically China saw itself close to the 

developing countries of Asia and Africa and felt entitled to protect the nationalist 

movements spreading in those parts of the world. The official argumentation against 

UN interventions was still largely based on the principle of non-interference in internal 

affairs. To keep good relations with developing countries and the West in this period, 

China became known for creating a “fifth voting style” – abstention.
68
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With the economic reforms at home it was increasingly obvious that China was 

moving towards a more active involvement in international matters. Between the years 

1981 and 1987 China provided limited support to peacekeeping or more likely simply 

did not oppose it and started paying peacekeeping dues. In spite of abstentions still 

being the leading policy China officially started commenting on its decisions at a 

minimum. The real change came only with the end of the Cold War. In the late 1980s 

China started changing its initial refusal of peacekeeping principle and began 

contributing to traditional peacekeeping operations and sent its first peacekeepers to 

Namibia.
69

  

Generally, the Chinese notion of what is desirable during peacekeeping 

operation largely goes in line with the preconditions of traditional peacekeeping. China 

therefore demands: voluntary consent of all parties in the conflict, impartiality and 

neutrality of the UN forces, and minimum use of force (only in self-defense). This is the 

reason why China protests against the second two types of peacekeeping: 

multidimensional peacekeeping and peace enforcement. Multidimensional 

peacekeeping should be considered an exceptional matter, according to China, even 

though the People’s Republic historically contributed to this type of missions in Sudan 

(UNAMID, UNMIS) and the Democratic Republic Congo (MONUC).
70

 China holds 

even graver reservations against peace enforcement, however, they are largely irrelevant 

to Africa in our selected timeframe.    

The consent of host country as a prerequisite of Chinese endorsement of 

particular peacekeeping mission is consistent with the policy of non-interference. It 

gives the ultimate decision to the hand of the government which China sees as the sole 

representative of the country. The absence of host consent was the reason for Chinese 

abstention on resolution authorizing action in Rwanda in 1994. It was also the case with 

Sudan, but China used its influence to pressure Khartoum into agreeing with the 

presence of peacekeepers on its territory.
71

 

The use of force only in a self-defense is another principle closely connected 

with non-interference which China does not abide by so strictly anymore. From 

complete denial of using force in other cases than self-defense, China nowadays agrees 
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with use of force as a last resort as long as it is with the Security Council’s approval. 

From1992 until 1999, China abstained on six resolutions out of sixteen on the grounds 

of opposition to the use of force. With the emerging concept of Human Security and 

increasing demands from the public to do something about the bloodsheds, 

humanitarian concerns were playing a more important part. As such, China nowadays 

participated in missions which include the use of coercive force and are permitted to 

take all necessary measures. These missions include Sierra Leone, Cote d’Ivoire and the 

Democratic Republic of Congo. Also in the case of this principle China is now using the 

ad hoc approach.
72

 China's more flexible approach towards the principle of non-

interference appeared in the Democratic Republic of Congo. China agreed peacekeepers 

from the UN Organisation Mission in the Democratic Republic of Congo (MONUC) are 

allowed to use force to protect civilians in the east of the country. On the other hand, in 

the case of Darfur in 2006, China refused to allow use of force to protect civilians while 

reasoning that the Sudanese government did not give its consent.
73

 

To the first two core principles of peacekeeping in the Chinese view (voluntary 

consent and minimum use of force), the People’s Republic also adds consent of regional 

organizations. In China’s opinion, regional organizations are well-equipped with 

political, moral and geographical advantages to deal with local conflicts. As China 

considers its relations with African Union quite important it seeks its consent on 

peacekeeping involvement of its personnel. Such was the case in Darfur or Somalia.
74

  

After the death of Mao the Chinese view on peacekeeping underwent important 

changes, however, the biggest shift which also meant an alteration in the promoting of 

non-interference, came from China in 2000 with the United Nations’ mission in East 

Timor. China participated in the mission which essentially created a transitional 

administration and thus served as a temporary government of the territory. No matter 

how one looks at the situation it clearly was both a violation of the state’s sovereignty 

and non-interference at the same time. Chinese police troops there for the first time also 

carried weapons although it is worth emphasizing that China never sent combat troops 
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into a peacekeeping operation. However, since 2000 the new era of Chinese active 

participation in peacekeeping clearly began.
75

    

Nowadays the total average number of personnel China sends on peacekeeping 

missions all over the world is increasing. Between 2000 and 2013 Chinese monthly 

average contribution of police was 171 (making it 15
th

 largest average contributor), 31 

experts (16
th

 place in the world) and 1986 troops (13
th

 biggest contribution). As of May 

2014 China sent 99 048 personnel to the United Nations peacekeeping missions most of 

which were troops (84 782 personnel). What is crucial, especially for the future of 

peacekeeping which constantly lacks personnel contributions to fulfill the demand, is 

the fact that Chinese average contribution has been on the rise the whole first decade of 

the 21
st
 century (see Table 10). This is an important shift towards a more active role in 

international security. However, it is not only the increase of personnel which marks the 

new era in Chinese attitude towards peacekeeping. The funds China pledges to the 

missions are increasing as well. In 2014 China became the sixth largest contributor to 

financing of peacekeeping operations paying 6,64% of the Department of Peacekeeping 

budget.
76

 On the other hand, this share is still comparatively low when considering other 

permanent members of the United Nations Security Council (see Table 11).
77

  

Table 10: Average Chinese monthly contributions to peacekeeping missions worldwide 

(2000-2013)
78
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An important political advantage of deploying Chinese peacekeepers into the 

conflict zone is that with such action, China directly gets involved in the peace process 

and has a stronger interest in finding the solution. “The presence of Chinese 

peacekeepers in Sudan has led Beijing to invest diplomatic resources into protecting its 

peacekeepers, pushing for UNAMID’s full deployment, and advocating for a viable 

political process.”
79

 

Table 11: Financial Contributions to UN Peacekeeping operations in 2013
80

 

 

The African continent is no exception in the worldwide trend of Chinese 

increasing involvement in peacekeeping. From the total of fourteen United Nations’ 

peacekeeping missions in Africa dispatched between the years 2000 and 2012, China 

was directly involved in eleven (see Table 12). China contributed mostly with military 

observers (ten cases), troops came in second (seven cases) and experts were sent only 

rarely (in three cases).  

While some authors connect Chinese peacekeeping missions in Africa with an 

effort to gain access to natural resources we should also consider another possibility. It 

is true that deployment of Chinese peacekeepers largely corresponds with China’s 

increasing economic interests, but as it is generally argued, natural resources’ wealth in 

Africa usually goes hand in hand with conflict and bad governance. As such, it is more 
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likely that a country with reserves of raw materials will be prone to conflict and thus 

will need peacekeeping mission to be deployed on its territory. A united peacekeeping 

mission was deployed four times in Sudan and two times in the Democratic Republic of 

Congo within the twelve years of the research period. The first mission to Sudan was 

deployed in 2005 which is several years after China started heavy investments in its oil 

industry there. Economic interests therefore seem to predate Chinese involvement in 

peacekeeping missions. Sometimes there are also no clear economic interests at all as is 

the case with Western Sahara for example. This conclusion seems to generally agree 

with the findings of International Crisis Group’s study.
81

 

Table 12: List of UN peacekeeping operations (2000-2012) and Chinese involvement
82

   

Acronym Country Duration Chinese 
involvement 

Troops Military 
Observers 

Civilian 
police/staff 

MINURSO Western 
Sahara 

4/1991- 
present 

Yes - x - 

MINURCA Central Afr. 
Rep. (CAR) 

4/1998- 
2/2000 

- - - - 

UNAMSIL Sierra-
Leone 

6/1999- 
12/2005 

Yes X x - 

MONUC Democratic 
Rep. Congo 
(DRC) 

11/1999- 
6/2010 

Yes X x - 

UNMEE Ethiopia, 
Eritrea 

7/2000- 
7/2008 

Yes - x - 

UNMIL Liberia 9/2003- 
present 

Yes x x x 

UNOCI Cote 
d’Ivoire 

4/2004- 
present 

Yes - x - 

ONUB Burundi 6/2004- 
12/2006 

Yes - x - 

UNMIS Sudan 3/2005- Yes x x x 
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7/2011 

UNAMID Sudan, 
Darfur 

7/2007- 
present 

Yes x - - 

MINURCAT CAR, Chad 9/2007- 
12/2010 

- - - - 

MONUSCO DRC 7/2010- 
present 

Yes x X - 

UNISFA Sudan, 
Abeyi 

6/2011- 
present 

- - - - 

UNMIS South 
Sudan 

7/2011-
present 

Yes x x X 

 We should also consider the strength of the deployment as it shows level of 

Chinese involvement and the stakes China faces in case the mission does not succeed, 

therefore, its interest in seeing the conflict resolved. Until 2009, China's biggest 

contingent was sent to Liberia (563 troops). However, the highest number of troops per 

country is certainly in Sudan (321 for UNAMID, 444 for UNMIS).
83

 In the case of 

Liberia, Chinese troops were actually a reward for Liberia supporting the One China 

policy. Sudan on the other hand has considerable oil reserves and is an important 

exporter of petroleum to China. When we compare the list of the ten biggest recipients 

of Chinese FDI we find that three of them were a host country for a peacekeeping 

mission with Chinese contribution (Democratic Republic of Congo, fourth biggest 

receiver of Chinese FDI, Sudan, sixth biggest receiver and Ethiopia, seventh biggest 

receiver).
84

  As we can see in six out of eleven cases of Chinese involvement in 

peacekeeping mission in Africa, the People’s Republic had important economic 

interests in the country. 

Peacekeeping and Chinese contributions to it also play an important role in 

official cooperation agreements between China and Africa. In its 2006 African Policy 

strategy China promised that “It will urge the UN Security Council to pay attention to 

and help resolve regional conflicts in Africa. It will continue its support to and 

participation in UN peacekeeping operations in Africa.“
85

 Peacekeeping has also 
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become an issue in most of FOCAC’s Action Plans with a universal formula stating that 

“The Chinese government will continue to support the United Nations Security Council 

in playing a constructive role in solving conflicts in Africa and continue to support and 

participate in UN peacekeeping missions there.”
86

 Special case of peacekeeping type of 

involvement is also Chinese naval mission in the Gulf of Aden deployed in 2008 

assigned to protect ships from pirate attacks.  

 

3.1.3. Bilateral efforts 

 

When we consider diplomatic involvement, Chinese leverage does not only lay 

in its seat in the UN Security Council and peacekeeping involvement. For many states 

China represents and important trading partner and political ally. As such, its opinion 

matters and China knows how to put more weight to it when necessary. Especially when 

dealing with African states bilaterally, China is the one side that will always hold the 

upper ground due to its economic strength, position in international politics and benefits 

it can offer. This is the reason why the bilateral diplomacy is often China’s chosen path 

when dealing with difficult security matters in Africa.  

There have been several documented occasions when China pressured certain 

African states into submitting themselves to Chinese wishes in a particular matter. The 

type of problems China had to deal with were various including internal conflict 

(Sudan), loud criticism (Zambia) and opposition from a rebel group (Democratic 

Republic of Congo).  

The bloodshed in Darfur is one of the world’s most discussed internal conflicts 

with heavy media coverage. Chinese involvement with the central government was also 

a constant and strong source of international condemnation and negative campaign 

against China, even touching a very sensitive topic for the Chinese, the Olympic Games 

which were re-labeled 'Genocide Olympics'.
87

 Some other African countries started 

pressuring Beijing into action on the matter knowing it had strong leverage against 
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Khartoum due to its oil drilling investments in the country. It was Chad and Ethiopia 

which were especially loud as the conflict spilled over the borders to their countries.
88

  

After 2006 the People’s Republic did start to get involved and increasingly 

pressure Sudanese president al-Bashir into resolving conflict and agreeing to the 

demands of international community, especially the United Nations. President Hu 

visited Sudan in 2007 in addition to several private meetings during the 2006 FOCAC 

meeting in Beijing. To put more weight to its words, Sudan was basically excluded from 

the list of countries with preferred trade status and in 2007 Sudan was even threatened 

with withdrawal of all Chinese assistance except for humanitarian aid. The pressure 

worked in the end and Khartoum agreed to AU-UN terms and allowed a presence of 

peacekeeping mission on its soil.
89

 

An example of anti-Chinese populism, which played a significant role during 

presidential elections, comes from Zambia. Even though its close economic connection 

with China, based on significant investments in copper industry (which in 2006 made up 

almost three quarters of country’s export), negative sentiments towards the Chinese run 

deep. Initially, Zambian workers protested in 2004 against low wages, poor working 

conditions and low safety standards in Chinese mines. The criticism became even 

stronger after the Chambishi explosion in 2005 that killed 46 miners and caused 

widespread riots and protests, which in some cases reoccur even today. It came as no 

surprise in 2006 when Chinese mines and Chinese investments in general became an 

issue in presidential elections. Opposition candidate Michael Sata promised to expel the 

Chinese and recognize Taiwan if voted in as president. In an obvious shift from non-

interference policy a Chinese representative in the country threatened to pull all Chinese 

FDI from the country if Sata’s party won the election. However, such interference only 

supported Sata’s claims and increased anti-Chinese sentiments. Even though the 

elections ended up close Sata was defeated and his supporters started riots.
90

 The 

negative feelings against the Chinese in Zambia, one of the strongest in Africa, persisted 

reinforced by cheap Chinese imports and manual workers flooding the country, 
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undercutting local businesses in the process.
91

 Beijing realized its mistake and in 2008, 

when Sata became a presidential candidate once again, China kept a low profile.
92

   

The Democratic Republic of Congo, a country rich in various minerals and raw 

materials, is a troubled state with turbulent politics and long, bloody internal conflict. In 

2008 China decided to sign an agreement with president Kabila of the Democratic 

Republic of Congo despite the calls from the UN and the West to restrain because of the 

human rights violations in the country and bloody conflict with Nkunda’s rebel forces in 

North Kivu. After the deal was made Nkunda started accusing the Chinese of promoting 

bad government in the country and pressuring deals detrimental to the people of the 

country. China reacted by sending an envoy to both Rwanda, a supporter of Nkunda, 

and the Democratic Republic of Congo to resolve the conflict, firmly insisting Nkunda’s 

accusations have to stop. Also because of this Chinese involvement Rwanda decided to 

withdraw its support to Nkunda. In the end of the year China also strengthened its 

contribution to the peacekeeping mission in the Democratic Republic (MONUC) by 

deploying more troops.
93

 China thus helped the central government to get rid of a strong 

rebel group and for a while contributed to soothing a conflict within the state’s territory. 

Although sporadic, sometimes it is also the People’s Republic One China policy 

that translates into Chinese relations with particular country and alters officially 

proclaimed policy of non-interference. In the case of Liberia, China threatened to block 

peacekeeping budget for the mission in the country unless local government switches its 

allegiance, reverses its recognition of Taiwan and therefore recognize the One China 

policy. After Liberian government submitted to the demands China contributed its own 

peacekeepers to UNMIL and added a general aid package.
94

   

When necessary, China proved it can use its influence on African countries to 

intervene in internal matters which threaten its image or local security. Even though 

most of its efforts were successful China recognizes the danger of alienating local 

communities and raising anti-Chinese sentiments and as such it is careful about the 

weight it puts into the pressure.  
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3.2. Arms deals 

 

The way China entered the global arms trade in many ways heralded its future 

involvement. In the 1980s during the Iran-Iraq war the traditional weapon suppliers and 

international community in general withheld transfers to both parties due to concerns 

over the weapon usage. This opened the path for China which readily offered needed 

weapons in demanded quantities and without conditions, thus filling the empty space on 

the arms market. 
95

 While Chinese presence was rather small in the beginning it kept 

increasing gradually. In only two decades China found itself in the group of the world's 

top ten leading arms suppliers. Between the years 2006 and 2009 China occupied the 

8th or 5th place worldwide (depending on the source).
96

  However, Chinese position is 

most significant in the small arms and light weapons (SALW) trade where it is being 

generally considered the 3rd biggest supplier worldwide. It is SALW, which are the 

most demanded in Africa and which fuels local conflicts – they are cheap and available 

in large quantities.
97

 

At the beginning of this chapter it is also important to consider the certain 

specific of arms trade industry. Arms trade has never been fully transparent business in 

any part of the world especially when it comes to controversial small arms and light 

weapons. With Africa and China, however, the lack of information seems to be even 

more apparent. According to SIPRI's research, for example, the arms flows from EU 

states to Africa are mostly well documented and provide a good insight into the 

matter.
98

 On the other hand, most African countries do not record arms imports at all. 

Similarly, China has been known for conducting secretive arms deals with African 

countries, especially when it comes to SALW. Currently 12 companies are active in 

arms exports and four of them are licensed to sell firearms. Those for example are China 

North Industries Corporation (NORINCO), China Poly Group Corporation or China 

Xinxing Import and Export Corporation (CXXC). They are state owned with strong ties 

to the PLA.
99
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After the Cold War it was a logical step for China to begin with targeting the 

developing world where the market was less competitive and did not need such 

sophisticated weaponry that China struggled to manufacture. Unfortunately for China, 

from the global perspective the African arms market is still small. Between 2006 - 2010 

Sub-Saharan Africa accounted only for 1,5% of world’s arms trade.
100

 After the Cold 

War, there was even a drop in arms sales to sub-Saharan Africa due to the end of 

number of proxy wars (see Table 1š). However, with the continuous unrest on the 

continent and after some serious breaches of law and humanitarian crises (Rwanda, 

Congo, Nigeria, Angola, Zimbabwe, Sudan and others) the West reduced its weapon 

deliveries and put its customers under a tighter scrutiny producing China with a new 

business opportunity. 

Table 13: The trend in international transfers of major conventional arms to sub-Saharan 

Africa, 1981-2010
101

 

 

Since 2000 the arms trade became yet another sector through which was China 

bolstering its economic presence in Africa. Arms sales have several advantages besides 

strengthening ties with countries in such a turbulent neighborhood as Sub-Saharan 

Africa: arms trade is profitable, demanded and helps create political ties as well. Plus, 

Africa as a developing market is ideal for testing of some more sophisticated weapons. 
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As such, in the last two decades the Chinese customer base consisted mostly of 

developing countries with weak defense budgets that mostly import SALW.
102

 

The Chinese position among other arms dealers in Africa had been strengthening 

dramatically over the years. Traditional big arms sellers such as the United States or 

United Kingdom (and Western states in general) are moving down the list of the main 

suppliers of major conventional arms on the continent while China went from 4
th

 place  

between 1996 - 2000 to 2
nd

 place in 2001- 2005  and to 1
st
 place between 2006 – 2010 

(see Table 14).
103

 In 2009 the Congressional Research Service (CRS) estimated that 

China made arms agreements with Sub-Saharan Africa worth approximately 600 

million dollars for the period 2006 -2009, thus making it the largest single supplier.
104

 

China is also the biggest exporter of arms to the region in terms of countries supplied – 

it has sixteen customers, more than any other country.
105

  

Table 14: The top 10 suppliers of major arms in sub-Saharan Africa (excluding South 

Africa), 1996-2000, 2001-2005 and 2006-2010
106

 

 

Such success does not happen without effort and good strategy. To persuade 

African buyers massive marketing is needed. China realizes this and as such puts an 

increased emphasis on trade shows and exhibitions – for example at the Africa 

Aerospace and Defence 2010 exhibition China was the largest exhibitor.
107

 Chinese 
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state backed companies are also sometimes using so called "friendship pricing", where 

China offers low prices for countries with natural resources it desires. In this regard, it 

sometimes accepts barter goods, as was the case in Zambia, where copper for Chinese 

weapons was exchanged.
108

 Actually, natural resources are also sometimes mentioned 

as the reason for Chinese benevolent arms deals policy. According to SIPRI “Chinese 

arms transfers to Nigeria, Rwanda and Zambia have been an instrument to improve 

relations in order to ensure China’s access to oil, tin and tantalum in these countries. 

One of China’s leading arms - exporting companies, NORINCO (China North 

Industries Corporation), has cited the ‘spillover effect’ of military trade in its efforts to 

get contracts for its subsidiary Zhenhua Oil Co. in several countries worldwide 

including Angola.”
109

 

When we consider the main importers of arms and weapons in Africa, the 

demand also fluctuates considerably. From the data of arms imports it is possible to 

clearly see where there was a conflict at the particular time (see Table 15). There are 

some countries, however, which stay on the list throughout the years 2001 till 2010. 

These are Sudan, Nigeria and Angola. All three countries are also among the top ten 

receivers of Chinese FDI flows and supply considerable amounts of petroleum to China 

making them important economic and trade partners for Beijing. From the three 

countries Sudan plays an especially significant role. They are a Sub-Saharan arms trade 

consumer with 4% of the total arms imports to Sub-Saharan Africa between 1996 and 

2000. It rose to 29% in the 2001-2005 period and ended up at 21% between the years 

2006 and 2010.     
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Table 15: The top 10 importers of major arms in sub-Saharan Africa (excluding South 

Africa), 1996-2000, 2001-2005 and 2006-2010
110

 

 

 

Despite the impressive growth in Chinese arms sales to the continent, there is 

also another side of the matter which needs to be emphasized. Even though China seems 

to be the number one supplier it accounted only for 25% of arms supplies to the region 

in 2012.
111

 Furthermore, despite increasing sales to the continent, “African countries 

accounted for 11 percent of total Chinese arms export sales from 2005 to 2009.”
112

 

Within the same time period Nigeria was China's biggest customer with 35% of its total 

exports. Among other biggest recipients of Chinese arms were Benin, Chad, Republic of 

Congo, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Sudan or Zimbabwe.
113
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Table 16: Number of deliveries of Chinese arms and weapons to Sub-Saharan Africa 

1990-2009
114

 

 

After the establishment of the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation in 2000, 

together with FDI and raw materials imports, the arms trade rose (see Table 16). The 

examples of important Chinese arms deals in Sub-Saharan Africa include warplanes to 

Zimbabwe, helicopters to Ghana or artillery to Rwanda (see Table 17). Unfortunately, 

the number of SALW transferred to the region can only be estimated. 

Table 17: Major Chinese arms transfers to Africa
115
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3.2.1. China and arms trade limitations 

 

A major part of the criticism of Chinese arms trade with African countries 

focuses on the People’s Republic transfers to countries in conflict or even under various 

types of international arms embargoes. Arms embargoes are generally understood as a 

means to deprive fighters of weapons, thus effectively slowing down or even stopping 

the conflict. From another perspective, however, they can be viewed as preventing 

outside intervention by closing up the state to outside help and material support of either 

side of the conflict. However, there are certain limitations China has to submit to – first, 

there exist the internationally imposed rules, second there are internal limitations. 

Among the internationally imposed limitations the most significant ones are 

certainly the United Nations embargoes issued by the resolutions of the Security 

Council. Under the UN there were embargoes on weapons sales to 12 Sub-Saharan 

African countries or militant groups in the decade before 2012 (see Table 17).  Some of 

those countries are important Chinese trading partners. Angola, the Democratic 

Republic of Congo, Ethiopia and Sudan are among top ten receivers of Chinese FDI. 

Furthermore, Angola and Sudan are significant oil exporters to China. However, 

Chinese weapons could be found in many of the conflicts under the international 

observation. China was accused of breaking the UN imposed arms embargo in several 

cases, examples include North Korea, Libya and Sudan. It is especially Sudan which 

once more put China on the offensive against international criticism in 2010. The UN 

expert panel study provided “some of the strongest evidence to date that the Sudanese 

government in Khartoum imported arms and ammunition in violation of an arms 

embargo, routinely channeling them into Darfur, where it is engaged in a military 

campaign against local rebel groups.“
116

  

Table 18: UN weapons sales embargoes to Sub-Saharan Africa in force in 2000-2012
117

 

Target Entry into force Lifted Establishing document 

Angola (UNITA) 15 Sep. 1993 9 Dec. 2002 UNSCR 864 

Central African 

Republic 
5 Dec. 2013 - UNSCR 2127 

Cote d'Ivoire 15 Nov. 2004 - UNSCR 1572 

DRC (NGF) 28 Jul.2003 - UNSCR 1493 

Eritrea 17 May 2000 15 May 2001 UNSCR 1298 
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Eritrea 23 Dec. 2009 - UNSCR 1907 

Ethiopia 17 May 2000 15 May 2001 UNSCR 1298 

Liberia (NGF since 

2009) 
19 Nov. 1992 - UNSCR 788 

Rwanda (NGF since 

1995) 
17 May. 1994 10 Jul. 2008 UNSCR 918 

Sierra Leone (NGF 

since 1998) 
  8 Oct. 1997 29 Sep. 2010 UNSCR 1132 

Somalia 23 Jan. 1992 - UNSCR 733 

Sudan (Darfur region) 30 Jul.2004 - UNSCR 1556 

That was of course valid also for other national suppliers, for example Russia, 

but the difference was the Chinese reluctance to cooperate with UN inspectors on 

investigating how they might get there or let them to analyze deals of its arms selling 

corporations. One of the examples was when “U.N. inspectors found Chinese-

manufactured high- explosive incendiary cartridges in Darfur after Sudanese forces had 

battled rebels there. China refused to cooperate with an effort to identify the origin of 

the cartridges.”
118

  

The second example of a rather controversial arms sale which made headlines 

over the world was the shipment of 77 tons of weapons to Zimbabwe just after the post-

election violence erupted in 2008. The international outcry was so massive that ship 

carrying the weapons was denied entry to ports in four African states and in the end had 

to turn back home.
119

  

In line with its general politics on arms trade China did not reacted positively to 

the proposal of the text of an Arms Trade treaty (ATT) in 2002 which should set 

standards for international arms trade and formulate criteria under which member states 

would form their decisions to sell arms.
120

 In general, China is often hindering the work 

of the UN making the analysis of arms trade harder than it should be. Especially in the 

case of Africa it is using “assertive challenge to U.N. authority, routinely refusing to 

cooperate with U.N. arms experts and flexing its diplomatic muscle to protect its allies 

and curtail investigations that may shed light on its own secretive arms industry.”
121  

On the other hand there are also initiatives which show China is getting ready to 

participate in multilateral efforts to deny easy availability of small arms which could 
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fuel local conflicts in Africa. In 2002 China signed “Protocol Against the Illicit 

Manufacturing of the Trafficking in Firearms” committing itself to destroy all illicit 

firearms and control their manufacturing and trade.
122

  

Among the internally imposed limitations, the most significant is the political 

rulebook called the "Regulations of the People's Republic of China on the 

Administration of Arms Exports".
123

 These regulations are intertwined with three 

principles. “Firstly, the arms exports must be meant for the importing state's legitimate 

self-defense. Secondly, the export must not impair peace, safety or stability in the 

recipient's region or globally. Thirdly, exports should not be used as a means of 

interfering in the internal affairs of the recipient country.”
124

 In 2002, China prepared 

the “Military Products Export Control List,” a list of guidelines for weapons export.
125

 

As China aims to be considered as a responsible global player it is necessary for 

Beijing to participate in efforts to limit international arms trade. Therefore, it is a 

signatory party of many international treaties and helped impose UN embargoes as well. 

However, its economic and political interests often require actions against the rules, 

international and internal, which create tension and undermine Chinese public image. 

Probably the most profound example of such contradictory tendencies is the case of 

Sudan.  

 

3.2.2. A special case of Sudan 

 

In this thesis, Sudan has already been mentioned several times. The country 

belongs among important Chinese suppliers of oil and as such became Beijing’s 

protégé. It only lost part of the protection after the international criticism of its treating 

of civilians during the bloodshed in Darfur became intolerable for China. Much of the 

criticism fell on China because of its large supplies of weapons to the country. 

Sudan was fragile for several decades but it was in 1997 when it started to 

import firearms in huge quantities in preparation for civil war. That year also marked its 

first oil exports to China with the profits channeled not to the rebuilding of the country, 
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but back to China in order pay for weapons.
126

 When the Sudan-Chad conflict escalated 

in 2005 and 2006, China single handedly provided 90% of the weapons needed to keep 

it going (see Table 19). 

Between 2000 and 2009 China imported arms (not including SALW) worth 

approximately USD 140 million to Sudan, despite international boycott and UN 

embargo. Even though the exact number of small weapons supplied by China is 

unknown it is believed that China supplied almost three quarters of all SALW used in 

Sudan in that time period.
 
The UN experts regularly found that Chinese arms were used 

to commit atrocities there and were in the hands of violent militant groups. Despite that, 

China has continued to deliver arms and supposedly tried to stop 2010 United Nations 

experts report to the UNSC proving that Chinese ammunition was used against UN 

peacekeepers.
127

 Another case which raised eyebrows of many human rights 

organizations and Western politicians occurred in 2008 when the Panorama TV 

reporters tracked over 200 army lorries and guns (such as anti-aircraft batteries) in 

Darfur and connected them to China. The Chinese government declined the accusation 

and maintained the facade everything is fine.
128

  

Table 19: Chinese arms exports to Sudan 2001 - 2006
129
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However, everything was not fine and the accusation did not stop even after 

China played a key role in persuading Sudanese government to allow peacekeepers on 

its soil. The overall situation in Sudan represents an interesting case full of 

contradictions. Given its economic needs China attempts to tap the Sudanese natural 

resources, oil especially, and is keen to ensure the Sudanese government sees China as a 

viable partner. To ensure that it supplies the government with small arms needed to 

fight the internal conflict. But that creates a paradox, as China on one hand wants its 

investments in new infrastructure secure, but on the other hand has to provide 

ammunition for the civilian conflict. That also creates an awkward position within the 

UN where China want to support international force to resolve the grief situation in 

Sudan, but also has to hinder its activity given it breaks its rules.   

 

3.3. Support and financing 

 

The security situation in the country, especially when we talk about the some of 

the poorest countries in the world, can be considerably influenced by financial flows. 

States like Congo or Zimbabwe need foreign money as it helps its governments to keep 

in power. It is an old truth known to every dictator in the history (maybe with the 

exception of North Korea) – one needs to give his people certain standard of living or 

they will start to revolt. By providing African regimes with money without political 

conditions (with the exception of One China policy of course), the People’s Republic 

helps the regimes, no matter if good or bad, to stay in power. The main Chinese 

financial flows to Africa with the exception of trade and FDI (which we covered earlier 

in this thesis) are foreign aid and financial loans. 

 

3.3.1. Foreign aid 

 

In many ways Chinese foreign aid in Africa is much more desirable for the local 

governments than the Western one. Not only does it comes with basically no political 

strings attached, it has been known for being delivered quickly and efficiently. Also, its 

focus on infrastructure projects is greatly appreciated among African leaders.
130

 There is 
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also ideological aspect to the matter. China is still a developing country, however, a 

developing country which was able to alleviate millions people of poverty in a relatively 

short period of time. If it could work in China, why not in Africa? 

Chinese foreign aid in Africa underwent several stages according to Dreher and 

Fuchs. At first, between the years 1956 and 1969 Chinese aid in Africa, based primarily 

on ideological and political considerations, provided grants and loans. During the early 

1970s Chinese aid to Africa rose considerably in a direct relation to African help with 

securing seat for China in the UN Security Council. With the initiation of economic 

reforms at home Chinese foreign aid was also driven by economic considerations 

between the years 1979 and 1989. In the fourth stage (1990-1995) Chinese aid to the 

continent was increased once again with some authors speculating it was a result of 

support from African states China received after the Tiananmen massacre. For the next 

ten years China was once again providing aid mainly on market-based principles 

considering its economic interests in the particular country. With the initiation of the so 

called “new strategic partnership” during the FOCAC’s Beijing Summit in 2006, the aid 

was increased to achieve the proclaimed goal of a win-win situation and mutual 

benefit.
131

 In total the foreign aid to Africa between the years 2000 and 2011 reached an 

impressive USD 75 billion,
132

 although estimates about the actual amount vary 

considerably. The certain thing, however, is that even though the assistance sent to 

Africa fluctuates it has been rising since 2000 (see Table 20). 

Throughout the different stages China had argued that there is no universal way 

which leads to development. The so called “Beijing Consensus” involves innovation 

and chaos management by promoting equality and sustainability to keep politics and 

society stable. However, one thing is certain, according to Beijing, equality, 

sustainability and self-determination are necessary for any country to develop, and as 

such, it is important to counter hegemony and maintain independence.
133
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Table 20: Chinese official finance 2000-2011
134

 

 

The biggest recipients of Chinese aid flows in Sub-Saharan Africa nowadays are 

Ghana, Nigeria, Ethiopia, Democratic Republic of Congo, Sudan, Zimbabwe, Angola, 

Congo, Mozambique and Equatorial Guinea (see Table 20). Most of those countries are 

wealthy in raw materials (especially Sudan, Angola and Democratic Republic of 

Congo). Chinese aid seems to be to a certain degree connected with FDI. Four out of ten 

countries with the highest Chinese aid are also among the top ten receivers of Chinese 

FDI flows (Democratic Republic of Congo, Sudan, Ethiopia and Angola). Five 

countries with the highest Chinese FDI stocks are also among the top ten recipients of 

Chinese aid (Nigeria, Democratic Republic of Congo, Sudan, Ethiopia and Angola).  

Table 21: Biggest recipients of Chinese foreign aid in Sub-Saharan Africa (in billions of 

USD)
135

 

Country % of total Total amount 

Ghana 12,80 14,20 

Nigeria 11,30 12,51 

Ethiopia 7,40 8,17 

Congo, DR 7,00 7,81 

Sudan 5,70 6,30 

Zimbabwe 4,90 5,42 

Angola 4,60 5,15 

Congo 4,00 4,49 
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Mozambique 3,90 4,28 

Equatorial Guinea 3,40 3,77 
 

Some of the biggest recipients of Chinese aid are highly unstable countries with 

high levels of violence and low ranking on rule of law (see Table 21). While the West 

imposes sanctions on states like Sudan or Zimbabwe, trying to make them agree with 

political conditions or stop persecution of political opponents, Beijing’s financing is 

helping these states resist such coercion, thus influencing internal affairs in the benefit 

of the ruling group.  

Table 22: Top 10 recipients of Chinese aid and their ranking on good governance 

indicators (percentile of all world countries), 2010
136

 

Country Political instability, violence Rule of law 

Ghana 48 54,03 

Nigeria 3 12,32 

Ethiopia 7 26,54 

Congo, DR 3 2,37 

Sudan 1 6,64 

Zimbabwe 14 1 

Angola 37 9 

Congo 34 11,37 

Mozambique 57 39,34 

Eq. Guinea 53 8,53 

Foreign aid is not directly influencing the African security situation, however, its 

main contribution is the help and financial independence it provides to African 

governments. Also, according to some authors like Moyo, foreign aid makes ruling the 

country more appealing and as such can lead to coups d’etat or corruption. Foreign aid 

is used as a reward for countries which manage to do something that pleases China. One 
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such example might be the already mentioned case of Liberia in 2003 which obtained 

aid for denying the recognition of Taiwan.   

 

3.3.2. Loans and financing 

 

Loans and various other means of financing were important features of Sino-

African relations since the early 1950s as a way into the hearts of Africans without 

much danger which otherwise come from different types of involvements. Loans and 

aid have both a common and extremely important feature – China is providing them, in 

sharp difference towards Western countries, with no political strings attached.
137

 And 

the biggest advantage of all in the end - concessional loans to Africa have grown from a 

cumulative total of $800 million in 2005 to a commitment of $10 billion between 2009 

and 2012.
138

 

Table 23: Estimated amount of Chinese development finance in Africa
139
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As usual China does not exactly keep the perfect record of all its loans and thus 

the estimates of total loans provided to the continent vary significantly (see Table 23). 

What we know is that much of the new infrastructure projects in Africa come from 

Chinese soft loans. Authors like Moyo and Collier also stress that Chinese infrastructure 

assistance, usually in the form of loans, is generally a good thing as it helps Africa to 

develop and increase trade, thus reducing poverty. A special case of financing 

infrastructure projects would also be the so called Angola mode which was described 

earlier. 

Most of the official documents about the relations between China and Africa 

include a promise of concessional loans from China. Such is the case of China’s African 

policy from 2006,
140

 Beijing’s Eight-Point Plan pledged during FOCAC’s Beijing 

Summit in 2006,
141

 FOCAC’s Sharm El Sheikh Action Plan for the years 2012-2012,
142

 

China is not only providing Africa with loans. Debt cancellations have been 

announced regularly during the FOCAC meetings in 2000, 2006 and 2009 with a focus 

on highly indebted countries.
143

 For example in the 2006 Eight-Point Plan the People’s 

Republic pledged during the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation in Beijing, in point 

five, China promises to “cancel the repayments of interest-free loans that had become 

due by the end of 2005 to China by Heavily Indebted Countries (HIPs) and Least 

Developed Countries (LDCs) in Africa that have diplomatic ties with China.”
144

 

Additional forms of financing of African regimes, particularly the grants for military 

building and development, are already a part of the next chapter on military 

cooperation. 

 

3.4. Military cooperation 

 

Military cooperation is an important feature in Sino-African relations, which 

influences African security. The logic is simple – if the African states can keep 

themselves safe and stable, China would not have to do it itself. In its Africa Policy 

from 2006 China states that it will “promote high-level military exchanges between the 
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two sides and actively carry out military-related technological exchanges and co-

operation.” It also promises further trainings for African military personnel and more 

generally support defense and building of armies on the continent.
145

  

Despite its importance the topic of Chinese military cooperation with African 

countries stays under-researched as it is still practically modest and less visible than 

Chinese economic activities on the continent.
146

 Another important reason is the 

secretive nature of Chinese regime when it comes to military issues generally and 

dictatorship characteristics of some African states which also do not tend to make 

information about military issues publicly available. As such, detailed data on specifics 

of the cooperation are practically unavailable. For that reason only the general picture 

can be presented which is supported by some concrete examples.   

According to David Shinn, there are eight main Sub-Saharan countries with 

closer military ties to China: Angola, Ghana, Nigeria, South Africa, Sudan, Uganda, 

Zambia and Zimbabwe.
147

 Once again it is possible to draw parallels between this list of 

Chinese military “allies” and Chinese FDI on the continent. South Africa, Nigeria, 

Zambia, Sudan and Angola are among the top ten receivers of Chinese FDI flows. 

As most of Chinese military ties with Africa are realized on the bilateral basis, 

visits of politicians and representatives are crucial. China has been exercising many 

visits to African countries and also welcomed many representatives on its soil (see 

Table 24). Data for these visits have only been available for the years 2001-2008. Even 

from them we can see though that over those seven years the amount of yearly outgoing 

or incoming visits has not significantly increased.  
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Table 24: Chinese outgoing and incoming visits from Sub-Saharan Africa (2000-

2012)
148

 

 

 

Furthermore, China supports its bilateral military cooperation with African 

countries by sending attaches. Last year China had a Defense Attaché in sixteen African 

countries while 28 countries had military representatives in Beijing.
149

 However, 

Beijing holds only one security consultations in Africa with South Africa in the form of 

Sino-South Africa Defence Committee founded in 2003.
150

  

Other forms of cooperation include various forms of financing provided to 

African governments for military purposes. Such payments include both grants and 

loans. In 2001 China granted Nigeria USD 1 million to upgrade its army. In 2006 the 

People’s Republic promised USD 600 000 for Liberian military capacity building. In 

2010 it was USD 1,5 million to Mauretania. Those grants and loans are often “repaid” 

by ordering the equipment or services from Chinese companies.
151

 An important 

example of a soft loan includes completion of National Defense College in Harare, 

Zimbabwe in 2012.
152
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On the more altruistic note, which is undoubtedly good for public relations, 

China also participates in de-mining efforts. In 2007 China launched a de-mining 

assistance program for Africa training personnel from Angola, Mozambique, Chad, 

Burundi, Guinea-Bissau and Sudan.
153

 A pledge to assist with de-mining was also 

included in Beijing Action Program of the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation in 

2006.
154

  

The last major aspect of Sino-African cooperation lays in trainings of African 

personnel which have been carried out by People’s Liberation Army since the Cold 

War.
155

 Many countries participated in those trainings which are generally held in 

China. Ethiopia was offered several places for its military personnel to attend trainings 

in an area they deem the most useful. Ugandan obtained training for 21 of its air force 

officers, eleven of which were pilots, in 2010.  The closest military cooperation though 

seems to be kept with Zimbabwe and Angola with dozens of personnel from both 

countries being trained in Beijing. Trainings of personnel in the country of their origin 

happened among others in Democratic Republic of Congo.
156

 To complete the picture, 

we should also mention joint-military exercises. Up until 2012, there were only two 

generally known exercises China held with South Africa and Gabon in 2009.
157

 

It is interesting that even though the Chinese military is becoming involved in 

internal security of those above mentioned countries, their citizens seem to more or less 

approve. When asked about the effect of Chinese military power on their country in the 

2007 Pew Global Attitudes Survey, most respondents assessed it positively. The range 

of approval varied from 52% in South Africa to overwhelming 93% in Mali. On the 

other hand, disapproval was minimal in Ghana with 5% and maximal in Ethiopia with 

33% of the respondents.
158

 

 

To sum up this chapter, the main events which led many to believe that Chinese 

traditional policy of non-interference is shifting should be presented. When it comes to 
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diplomatic involvement Chinese voting in the UN Security Council really seems to fit 

the non-intervention principle. It only deviates from in the case of peacekeeping and 

bilateral relations. China used its power to pressure Sudan, Liberia, Zambia and Rwanda 

into an action it desired. In most of the cases, the pressure was political with economic 

characteristics. Only in the case of Liberia did China use a peacekeeping mission as 

leverage. All examples, however, clearly show elements of interventions into internal 

affairs of those particular states.  

 China’s arms deals with Sub-Saharan African countries belong among the most 

criticized aspects of Sino-African peace and security relations, especially due to two 

examples of Beijing’s irresponsible deals with Sudan and Zimbabwe. In the case of 

Sudan, China is long known to by supplying most of the weapons for the conflict in 

Darfur. In the case of Zimbabwe, China has also long been its arms suppliers. However, 

controversy arose in 2008 when it was caught supplying weapons clearly destined for 

suppression of opposition. The third area in which China influences African security is 

the support and financing of local governments. Both development assistance and loans 

to Africa had been growing over the years which consist of indirect yet important 

support of governing elites.  

In the case of military cooperation China mainly seems to continue the road it 

paved during the Cold War with its support of rebel groups or liberation movements. 

However, the biggest difference is that nowadays China supports the “official” African 

governments by training their military personnel. The aim is logical – stabilization of 

governments in such a turbulent neighborhood is easiest done by strengthening its 

defense capabilities, however, the problem is that quite often they are being used also as 

offensive, thus intervening in the internal matters of states. To conclude, it seems that 

there is one general pattern in Chinese actions in the area of African security. The 

People’s Republic is supporting and protecting its allies on the continent, thus giving 

them free hand in battles with opposition or rebels. Based on these examples we can say 

that China has been intervening in internal affairs of African states on several occasions.   
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4. Non-interference: traditional policy or ad hoc 
approach? 

 

The principle of non-interference played a crucial role in Chinese foreign policy 

rhetoric for the past six decades. It has been praised by the developing nations which 

adopted it as their own on the Bandung conference and it was criticized passionately as 

a mere way to avoid shared responsibility which comes with a power status. China 

gained many friends due to frequent usage of this principle in its policy but such an 

attitude also created enemies. However, the biggest challenge for China in Africa today 

is to balance the frequent discrepancies between policy of non-interference and 

aspirations to a world power status.  

The principle of non-interference is rooted in Chinese historical experience. 

Since the nineteenth century China was the destination of Western expansion. The weak 

and divided country was humiliated into accepting a number of unequal treaties. This 

period is generally perceived as a period of national weakness which made a grave scar 

on Chinese collective psyche. It comes as a no surprise that after such an experience the 

demand of non-interference increasingly claimed a privileged statute in Chinese foreign 

policy considerations. After the communists took power in 1949 they were determined 

to restore China to full sovereignty, meaning the state must be able to act freely as it see 

fit. In this interpretation of sovereignty also lays the foundation of Chinese pursuit of 

economic growth to supply its needs.
159

 What is important to realize is that not only 

does China exercises the policy of non-interference towards other states, it also, and 

primarily, demands others to not interfere in its own internal affairs.   

The principle of non-interference was first officially introduced to Chinese 

foreign policy in 1954 in a treaty between China and India on a trade intercourse in 

Tibet. In the treaty both sides agree to cooperate on the matter at hand on the following 

principles:  

1) “mutual respect for each other’s territorial integrity and sovereignty, 

2) mutual non-aggression, 

3) mutual non-interference in each other’s internal affairs,  

4) equality and mutual benefit, and 
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5) peaceful coexistence”
160

 

Those principles became known as the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence, 

or simply Panchsheel, and were adopted by the Chinese leadership as a proclaimed core 

principle of Chinese foreign policy and general attitude towards international relations. 

A year later 29 countries attending the Bandung Conference of Asian and African states 

adopted the Declaration on Promotion of World Peace and Cooperation and presented 

also the Ten Principles of the Bandung conference which were supposed to become the 

basis for international relations. The Ten Principles included all Five Principles of 

Peaceful Coexistence.
161

  

However, over the years Chinese relationship with its declared principles was 

not as easy-going as the People’s Republic might like to present. Actual application of 

non-interference into practice became less appealing in the midst of the Cold War and 

as such violations of the principle occured from 1950s to 1970s on a daily basis. The 

Chinese saw its foreign policy towards Africa through the ideological prism and 

supported all kinds of revolutions and anti-colonial struggles of local people. Anti-

colonial uprisings backed by China included Zambia, Algeria or Tanzania. In the 1970s 

China and Soviet Union drifted even further apart and Chinese African adventures every 

so often became targeted against Soviet allies and influence. Such was the case of 

Angola where the Chinese (together with the United States) were backing 

FNLA/UNITA against the Soviet supported MPLA.
162

   

After the death of Mao Zedong the whole of China changed, not only 

economically and culturally, but also in its foreign-policy heading. Deng Xiaoping’s 

economic reforms not only restarted Chinese economy and caused the impressive 

growth, they have also initiated the deepening need for resources from abroad. A need 

which requires stable Africa. Beijing’s only option was thus to begin courting African 

leaders without consideration for their political or ideological affiliations. Chinese 

leadership was more and more often criticizing the Soviets for their destabilizing actions 
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in Africa and for supporting separatist and insurgencies. The principle of non-

interference finally became a welcomed instrument of foreign policy towards Africa.
163

 

According to critics the biggest problem with Chinese view of non-interference 

is not non-interference by itself, but the fact China has been using it as a justification for 

not acting against rogue states and dictatorships, even sustaining close relations with 

them.
164

 Maybe an even bigger issue is the ad hoc approach to promoting the principle 

China started using in the past decade. Deciding on a case by case basis is certainly 

useful, however, it creates inconsistency in foreign politics and even more importantly 

uncertainty among other international players. That is something China should be aware 

of. 

 

4.1. The advantages of non-interference 

 

The constant Western efforts to “repair” developing countries face frequent 

criticism from the third world. African countries increasingly demand to be taken 

seriously and to be put on an equal position with their Western counterparts during 

negotiations. And this is exactly the kind of attitude China promises in its declaration. 

The principle of non-interference was initially perceived as opposed to colonialism and 

power politics of the Cold War. Nowadays it is often used to counter Western criticism 

of human rights abuses. 

The absence of human rights considerations in politics gives China a free hand 

in dealing with many states which would be otherwise mostly untouchable for many 

Western democracies. It also allows China to deal with various coups d’état and other 

political changes because under the pretext of non-interference it is none of its concern. 

Thus making it more flexible and profitable for its economic interests.
165

 As I have 

proved earlier, many countries where most of Chinese FDI flows are suffering from 

political violence and civil wars. Choosing non-interference as the leading policy 

towards those countries thus seems like the best possible way to befriend their leaders 

and acquire resources those countries are so abundant with.    
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The principle of non-interference is not favored only by states with questionable 

human rights record, it is also useful to foreign policy of weaker states. For obvious 

reasons smaller or internationally weaker states aim to achieve a situation in which the 

stronger state cannot use its power to influence independent decision-making or internal 

political situation of the weaker player.
166

 China was, due to the principle of non-

interference, able to secure support of weaker African states which is especially 

important in international organizations where each country has one vote and gained 

access to resources of the countries which were made off limits for Western companies 

by various embargoes (Sudan, Angola) or which the West alienated with constant 

criticism. 

As interference is in Africa often connected with colonialism the sole idea of 

non-interference in internal affairs as a basis of international relation is quite popular on 

the continent. In the 2007 Pew Global Attitudes Survey in ten African countries found 

respondents being twice as much favorable than unfavorable to China.
167

 Sautman and 

Hairong decided to base their poll on the views of students and faculties of African 

Universities in nine countries. In each country more respondents strongly approved or at 

least approved of Chinese policy of non-interference in their country (with Sudan being 

the highest with 77%). In the case of Botswana, Ethiopia, Kenya and Zambia the 

approval was roughly twice as big as disapproval.
168

 The principle of non-interference 

thus obviously helps improve the image of China in Africa and as such strengthens its 

soft power on the continent.  

 

4.2. Non-interference in Chinese official documents 

 

The term “non-interference” has long played an important part in Chinese 

official documents. “After 1976, the Five Principles appeared in over 90 documents 

jointly released by China and other foreign states, framing the official foundation for 

China’s diplomatic relations with over 100 countries. In recent years, the Five Principles 

have uniformly appeared in the official language of the Chinese government, such as 
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Sino-African declarations at the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC), 

China’s White Paper on African Policy (2006), and also the preamble of the Chinese 

Constitution.”
169 

In this chapter we will focus particularly on documents issued by 

Ministry of Defense, Ministry of foreign affairs and common policy papers by Forum 

on China-Africa Cooperation.  

 

Chinese Ministry of Defense is obviously one of the Chinese government bodies 

which could be potentially most influenced in the shift in the policy of non-interference. 

Chinese Ministry of defense had been issuing its main policy documents, white papers, 

every two years in our specified period. It is interesting to see how the term “non-

interference” vanished from Ministry of Defense’s strategic documents. While in 2000 

the Ministry used this term 3 times only to later switch to “Five Principles of Peaceful 

Coexistence” (see Table 25). Even though Five Principles include non-interference the 

overall emphasis on the particular principle certainly decreases if one is not using it 

directly.    

 

Table 25: Presence of terms “non-interference” and “Five Principles of Peaceful 

Coexistence” in Chinese White Papers on National Defense 2000-2012 

 2000170 2002171 2004172 2006173  2008174 2010175 

Non-interference 3 0 0 0 0 0 
5 Principles of 
Peaceful 
Coexistence 

1 1 1 2 1 2 

  

Among the most important documents defining Chinese approach to Africa is 

the 2006 China’s African Policy. In China’s African Policy non-interference is 

mentioned only once in the part mentioning exchanges between political parties. 

According to the text Chinese Communist Party “develops exchanges of various forms 

with friendly political parties and organizations of African countries on the basis of the 
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principles of independence, equality, mutual respect and non-interference in each other's 

internal affairs.“
176

  

 The terms “non-interference” and “Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence” has 

also been present in the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation official documents (see 

Table 26). However, either term does not seem to play an important role and is not in 

any way stressed out. They are also usually used in one sentence with UN Charter. 

Table 26: Presence of terms “non-interference” and “Five Principles of Peaceful 

Coexistence” in FOCAC official documents 2000-2012 

Document Non-interference Five Principles 

Beijing Declaration of the Forum on China-
Africa Cooperation 

0 1 

Addis Ababa Action Plan 2004-2006 1 1 

Beijing Action Plan 2007-2009 0 1 

Sharm El Sheikh Action Plan 2010-2012 0 1 

Beijing Action Plan 2013-2015 0 1 

On the other hand, China still marks the anniversary of initiation of the Five 

Principles of Peaceful Coexistence with speeches by Chinese Premiers. In 2004 Premier 

Wen Jiabao once again marked Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence as the 

cornerstone of Chinese foreign policy and the basis of its relations with other states 

which is also part of the Constitution. Also in this speech the Premier connects the Five 

Principles with UN Charter, suggesting they represent the same values. Principle of 

equal sovereignty here basically replaces non-interference.
177

    

It is therefore obvious, the principle of non-interference is not an important 

feature in Chinese foreign policy documents and is more often used as a verbal 

reasoning, for example, to veto in United Nations Security Council or elsewhere. 

Besides, authors like Raine suggest changing discourse about non-interference in 

Beijing itself. It is no longer taken so conservatively and some representatives of 

Chinese Communist Party even consider incorporating terms which would widen the 

scope of non-interference, such as “proactive non-interference” or “constructive 
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mediation”.
178

 This is an increasing shift in the discourse towards more active and case 

by case basis form of non-interference.  

 

4.3. Reasons for increased involvement – is it all 
inevitable? 

 

African countries have long perceived Chinese policy of non-interference 

positively especially in comparison with their previous colonial experiences. However, 

with the growing Chinese engagement in Africa and its bolstering presence on the 

continent many seem to demand that China take over some responsibility for regional 

security as well, as stable Africa is also obviously in its own interest. The tentative 

refusal to get involved in any kind of pressure on problematic regimes has also caused 

wide criticism from predominantly Western countries and accusations of China as a 

supporter of genocides and dictatorships.  

There are also other reasons for China to intervene in African security affairs. 

Among the most important motives are the following: protecting its economic and 

political interests abroad, desire to be perceived as a responsible rising power and 

promoting of multilateralism in African security matters. Some authors (for example 

International Crisis Group) also see other benefits of Chinese engagement including 

promotion of the One-China policy and operational benefits. While not marginal, I 

consider them to be of lesser importance than the ones I have mentioned.    

As Taylor suggests, Beijing increasingly recognizes that both its commercial 

investments and other interests it has in Africa requires the continent to be stable and 

secure which can only be achieve through stable and non-problematic governance. For 

that reason, Beijing cannot only be a passive observer of events on the African 

continent. It has to play more active part in African security matters.
179
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4.3.1. Desire to be seen as a responsible global player 

 

Chinese military modernization and growth in military power is making its 

neighbors as well as some Western countries worried. To counter the image of itself as a 

threat, which can without a doubt endanger its economic as well as political interests, 

China retires to diplomatic and direct actions in Africa.  

Probably the most visible example of Chinese diplomatic engagement in 

“internal affairs“ of an African state, which derived from international pressure to 

resume responsibility and deal with its “rogue” friend,  was the case of Sudan. In 2006 

and 2007 China pressured Sudan into allowing peacekeepers on its territory. Another 

example of China acting to protect its international reputation and public image was the 

role it played in the Democratic Republic of Congo and Rwandan dispute over Rwanda 

supporting Nkunda’s rebels in eastern Congo. The second case also represents another 

point of view on the problematic situation of the Chinese image in Africa. The help 

China provides to African governments makes it a target of opposition as well as rebel 

forces which can than attack Chinese nationals in African countries, as was the case in 

past decade further endangering Chinese interests abroad.   

From the more direct actions we have to consider peacekeeping as the 

cornerstone of Chinese security involvement in Africa which often collides with the 

principle of non-interference. Chinese participation in peacekeeping missions has been 

praised home as well as abroad. UN agencies together with host countries both have 

appreciated Chinese involvement and Western countries in unison with UN Secretary 

General even call for increased contributions.
180

 The engagement in UN peacekeeping 

mission has been also used for a domestic propaganda with Chinese television airing a 

series about Chinese police personnel serving on a peacekeeping mission.
181

  

When reflecting China's desire to become a more important and appreciated 

actor in international relations we cannot miss the psychological underlying of this 

craving. From this point of view, the factor of rising Chinese national pride and 

patriotism, which influences People’s Republic’s foreign policy, seems to be at the core 

of the issue. After the humiliating nineteenth century and with the civil war and chaos 
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filled first half of the twentieth century, Chinese nationalism begins to grow lately, thus 

demanding more assertive, confident and active foreign policy.
182

 This new and 

growing discourse is especially obvious in the commentaries of Chinese official 

news.
183

  

Finally, it is important to stress that there are also many Western countries which 

have controversial relations with some African states, including the United State's large 

investments in Equatorial Guinea. As such, the international pressure put on China and 

moral arguments to revise its relationship with dictatorships and rogue states losses 

some of its weight. A flaw which China does not hesitate to exploit. 

 

4.3.2. Protecting its interests abroad 

 

With increasing Chinese investments on the continent China becomes an 

important stakeholder in African peace and stability. From the economic point of view 

conflict not only denies China the access to raw materials, it also makes their transfer 

costlier and can even complicate repaying debts particular country has towards China. 

From the political point of view conflict endangers Chinese workers deployed in the 

country. No matter what discourse we use the truth is, protecting of its interests in 

Africa is one of China’s strongest motivations to intervene in African security matters 

for both liberals and realist theorists.  

There have been many attacks on Chinese employees in Africa in the last 

decade. “Perceived collusion between Beijing and ruling regimes has made Chinese 

personnel and property appealing targets of violence for rebel militants, drawing China 

into conflicts regardless of its expressed desire not to interfere in internal conflicts.”
184

 

Since 2004 attacks on Chinese employees became a real problem for Chinese leadership 

(see Table 26). As the history taught us on numerous occasions, while no state can 

tolerate attacks on its citizens abroad, such attacks can also become a pretext for 

intervention in another state’s internal affairs. 
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Table 27: Examples of incidents involving Chinese workers 2004-2012 

Year Country Victims/damage Other 

2004 Sudan kidnapping Oil workers, later released 

2006 Nigeria Material damage + threats Warning the Chinese would be 
treated as thieves, because 
they are stealing oil 

2006 Zambia 5 killed Widespread protests against 
Chinese treatment of miners 

2006  Sudan Material damage Attacks on oil fields, short 
occupation of drilling sites 

2007 Nigeria kidnapping Kidnapping of five,  and two 
weeks later nine more workers 

2007 Kenya 1 killed Raid on a stone plant 

2007 Ethiopia 9 killed (+65 local victims), 7 
kidnapped185 

Attack on an oil exploration site 

2008 Sudan 5 killed186 Five out of nine abducted killed 

2010 Cameroon 7 kidnapped187 Fishermen later released 

2012 Sudan 29 kidnapped188 Later released 

With its important economic interests in Africa it is in China's best interest to 

keep the country stable which can be done by strengthening government’s grab of 

power, usually executed by military. By providing assistance and training to local 

armies China improves stability in the region, helping the regimes fight separatists, 

rebels or other forms of opposition. Thus, however, intervening in internal matters of 

the state in question. 

As China seeks markets and raw materials on the African continents 

strengthening ties with local governments seems like a must-do for Beijing. With close 

and friendly relationships between Chinese and local governments China is more likely 

to see its investments protected. Furthermore, there is always the issue of mutual 
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support in international organizations. When it comes to security issues relations 

between governments can be always improved by arms trades, especially if no one else 

wants to trade weapons with that particular state (as is the already explained case of 

Sudan or Zimbabwe) or blocking of unfavorable resolutions in UN SC (as is once more 

already explained case of Zimbabwe). 

 

4.3.3. Promoting of a multilateral agenda 

 

Already in 1998 in its “New Security Concept” proposal China started 

promoting multilateralism in security affairs as a relatively safe way to promote its 

interests and projecting its influence abroad. Principles and rhetoric developed in 1998 

were later partly translated into the 2003 concept of the so called peaceful development 

policy. At first a way to counter American rising unilateralism and hegemony, 

multilateralism was later perceived by the Chinese leaders as means of creating 

favorable environment for its economic growth.
189

 Multilateralism strengthens relations 

with other countries and therefore helps in creating friendly contacts which is extremely 

important in relation to international trade.  

United Nations, with all its flaws and weaknesses, still present an important 

authority in many aspects of international relations. As such it is important for China to 

become a norm-maker which can influence the structure and decision-making of the 

organization. During the years of being secluded from the Security Council China 

learned the importance of being involved in the United Nations in managing the heading 

of the organization which is possible only through increasing engagement. This is 

undoubtedly becoming even more crucial with Chinese current economic expansion.  

By participating in peacekeeping and other multilateral negotiations to promote 

peace and security China ensures that its voice is not only heard, but that it actually 

strongly impacts the decision making process. Direct involvement in international 

forums ensures control over issues at hand and to a certain level protects China from 

any possible building of coalitions against it. Also, China as a member of UN SC is a 
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valuable partner for many African countries as it has the power to push issues forward 

in their name.  

On the other hand, promoting multilateralism requires China to participate in 

multilateral agreements and comply with international rules such as the UN imposed 

embargoes on weapons sale to Sudan. In this sense, China still has some learning to do. 

However, in the case of peacekeeping, China already moved from the role of vocal 

critic through the position of a passive observer to an active participant on international 

missions thus helping peacekeeping, as a part of multilateral agenda, to develop.  
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Conclusion 

With increasing trade and strengthening bilateral relations a certain degree of 

interference - whether conscious or unconscious - is inevitable. Financial flows and 

payments inevitably help ruling elite in the country to keep its power, especially in the 

case of dictatorships or countries which would otherwise have to endure financial 

difficulties due to international sanctions. However, China also influences the internal 

security matters of states much more directly.  

When we consider China's role in African security matters we find out that its 

foundations are both in liberal and realist discourse. China retires to multilateral 

organizations such as the United Nations to put pressure on countries or to deploy 

peacekeeping missions. Forum on China- Africa Cooperation and African Union are 

also important sources on strengthening relations between Africans and China. On the 

other hand, in the time of crisis or especially when it comes to economic relations and 

trade China tends to act bilaterally as it provides it with upper hand in negotiations due 

to its economic strength. Also, as the theory anticipated, China is ready to protect its 

interests even at the expense of non-interference.  

Numerous examples show that China gradually adheres to a more flexible form 

of non-interference via diplomatic involvement, arms deals, support and financing or 

military cooperation. When faced with criticism and demand for action China persuaded 

Sudan to allow peacekeepers on its soil. When opposition against its practices grew in 

Zambia and Democratic Republic of Congo China did not hesitate to take action. 

Beijing put pressure on Liberia and finally achieved change of policy towards Taiwan. 

Those were only some of the most obvious examples of Chinese interference into 

internal affairs of Sub-Saharan African states mentioned in this thesis. The first thesis 

thus proved correct – China is gradually altering its politics of non-interference in 

African security matters. Also a high correlation has been found between various forms 

of interference and presence of high amounts of Chinese FDI.   

However, Africa is for China in many ways a crucial ally. It is a source of raw 

materials, new markets and political support in international organizations. With the 

increasing economic and political interests on the continent China got itself in a difficult 

situation. As the second thesis states the reasons for increased Chinese involvement are 
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both political and economic in nature. If it wants to be seen as a responsible global 

player, promote multilateralism in security issues and at the same time protects its 

interests abroad, it is increasingly obvious it has to shift its policies towards more active 

engagement in African security.  

When considering all the reasons China has for increased involvement in 

African security matters it would be foolish to assume its traditional policy of non-

interference will shift dramatically. What we can expect and what we already saw on 

numerous occasions is the gradual switch towards more pragmatic case by case basis for 

implementing interference. China very well realizes that it is not able to magically solve 

all of Africa’s conflicts, however, it seems increasingly apparent that it should at least 

try. 
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Summary 

 The thesis focuses on increasing Chinese involvement in African security 

matters in the years 2000-2012, which derives from growing Chinese interests on the 

continent. Deng Xiao Ping’s reforms started an unprecedented Chinese manufacturing 

boom, which translated into strong economic growth, currently perceived as a basis of 

the Communist party’s legitimacy. An economy dependent on the export of 

manufactured goods requires huge amounts of natural resources as well as markets, 

which combined results in an increasing amount of foreign direct investment. Political 

interests mainly cover mutual support in international organizations, including the 

United Nations or World Trade Organization. 

China influences African security matters in four main areas: diplomatic 

involvement, arms deals, support and financing and military cooperation. In each area, 

examples exist of China abandoning its proclaimed principle of non-interference. The 

diplomatic involvement is most visible in the UN SC; China used its veto only once, in 

2008, when it protected Zimbabwe from sanctions. However, the interference in internal 

affairs came only in 2007 when China pressured Sudan to allow peacekeepers on its 

soil. In bilateral relations, China sometimes pressures Sub-Saharan African states to 

change its policies in case of internal conflict (Sudan), loud criticism of China’s policy 

(Zambia) or opposition from a rebel group (Democratic Republic of Congo). The 

criticized arms deals are not only a way to economic gain, but also a strategy for 

befriending and strengthening political relations with African governments, for example 

in Sudan, where China violated the UN issued arms embargo. By supporting and 

financing local governments, mostly in growing development assistance and loans to 

Africa, China provides help to governing elites thus allowing them to focus their 

attention away from economic sanctions. Military cooperation consists mainly from 

training personnel and funding military modernization in Sub-Saharan African 

countries, which strengthens local armies and stabilizes the countries.  

Non-interference is especially useful in developing relations with small or weak 

countries, or states with internal conflict, such as many Sub-Saharan African countries 

which also have a history of being oppressed by foreign powers during colonialism. 

However increasingly China finds itself in the situation where it has to protect its 

economic interests abroad. In addition, if it wants to be to be seen as a responsible 

global player, it has to intervene from time to time. 
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